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Chapter I 
ELEMENTS OF STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY 
1.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a brief review of the concepts and results used in subsequent 
chapters have been presented. Section 1.2 deals with definition of random 
experiment and random variable. Section 1.3 deals with probability and 
probability distribution function. In section 1.4 some important 
distributions have been discussed. Section 1.5 is devoted to order statistics 
and their distribution, where as in section 1.6 rank statistics has been 
discussed. 
1.2 Random experiment 
If in each trial of an experiment conducted under identical conditions, the 
outcome is not unique, but may be any one of the possible outcomes, then 
such an experiment is called a random experiment. 
1.2.1 Random variable 
A random variable is a function X(w) with domain S and range (-00,00) such 
that for every real number ' a', the event|PF: X(w) < AJ e 5 . 
i) Discrete random variable: 
A random variable which can assume only a finite number of values, or a 
countably infinite sequence of values, is called a discrete random variable. 
ii) Continuous random variable: 
A random variable that can assume any value in some interval of values is 
called continuous random variable. For a continuous random variable, 
probability that it will assume any particular value in the interval is always 
zero. 
1.3 Probability 
If s be an experiment and S be the sample space associated with it. With 
each event ' /I' we associate a real number, designated by P(A) and called 
the probability of ^ , satisfying the following properties, 
i) 0 < P(A) < 1 
ii) P(S) = 1 
iii) If A and B are mutually exclusive events, 
P(A\JB) = PiA) + P(B) 
iv) P (\jAj) = f^PiAj) 
1.3.1 Probability Mass Function 
If X is a discrete random variable with distinct values jc,,Xj,...,Ar„,...,then 
the function p(x) defined as : 
(PiX = x,) = p,,ifx = x, 
. '^ ^ '^'^  jo ,//jc;^x,;/ = l,2,... 
is called the probability mass function of random variable X. 
1.3.2 Probability Density Function 
If X is a continuous random variable, then the function f^(x) defined as : 
. .._,.P(x<X<x + Sx) 
•^ -^ (^ )-lTo ^^  
is called the probability density function of a random variable 
X. 
1.3.3 Probability Distribution Function 
A random variable X induces a set of function Pj^(x) on (i?', 5').Consider a 
point function P(X<x) = P^ii-oo,x]) = F^(x) (say) on (i?\S').F^(x) is called 
the distribution function (d.f) or cumulative distribution function (c.d.f) of a 
random variable X. 
Properties of distribution function 
I) F is monotonically non-decreasing. 
II) F (-00) = 0 
III) F (oo) = 1 
IV) F is continuous to tlie right, that is; F(x + 0) = F(x) 
1.4 Some Important Distributions 
1.4.1 Discrete Distributions 
I) Bernoulli Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a Bernoulli distribution with 
parameter p if its probability mass function (pmf) is given by 
[0 , otherwise 
The parameter p satisfies 0 < ;? < 1. 
The r "• moment of Bernoulli distribution about origin is given by 
M; = E(X') = 0'.q + V.p=^p; r = 1,2,... 
Therefore, mean = fi[= p, and ^[= p,so that 
//j= var(X) = //; -X^ =p^-p = pq 
The mgf of Bernoulli variate is 
M;, (0 = e^'PiX = 0) + e"P(X = l) = q + pe' 
II) Binomial Distribution 
Consider a set of n independent Bemoullian trials (« e N) in which the 
probability '/?' of success in any trial is constant for each trial, and 
q = l-p, is the probability of failure in any trial. The probability 
distribution of number of successes, so obtained is called the Binomial 
probability distribution. 
The Binomial distribution is one of the oldest distributions. The 
distribution was derived by James Bernoulli in his treatise Ars 
conjectandi published in 1713. At an earlier date. Binomial coefficients 
are to be found in the works of Pascal. 
A random variable X is said to have a Binomial distribution if it 
assumes only non-negative values and its probability mass function 
is given by 
r/„^ 
P{X = x) = p{x) = yXj p''q"~';x = 0,1,2,..., n;q = 1-/7 
0 , otherwise 
The two independent constants n and p in the distribution are known 
as the parameters of the distribution. 
The first four moments of Binomial distribution about origin are as 
follows; 
» ^«^ 
M[=E(X) = ^X 
fi',=EiX') = f^x 
yXj 
p''q"-''=np{q + py-'^np 
;(=0 
n P 1 
= n(n-l)p'\± 
U=2 x-2. 
p-'q"-\ + np 
= n{n-V)p^ +np 
M',=E{X') = Y.X' 
x=0 
n^^  
v^ y 
P ^ 
= n{n -1)(« - 2)p^ + 3n(n - l)p^ + np 
M',=E{X*) = YX* 
x=0 
« 
P ^ 
V 
= «(« -1)(« - 2)(n - 3)p* + 6nin -1)(« - 2)p' + 7«(« - l)p' + np 
Therefore, mean = //,' = np 
Variance = M2=M2-M'I^ = «P9 
y"3 = /"3 - 3 / / > ; + 2/^;' = npq(q - p) 
M,=M\- V > I ' + ^ fi'iM? - 3/^ i" = npq{l + 3(« - 2)p^} 
Hence, 
' MI npq npq 
H^ l + 3in-2)pg ., , l-6pq p =—- = -3 + 
Ml nP^ ^P^ 
and ,^ =^ _^3 = izM 
npq 
The moment generating function of Binomial distribution is given by 
" / ^ l ^ 
MAt)-E(e-) = '£e''\" p'q-" = (q + pe'Y 
and its characteristic function is 
M) = E(e'^) = 'Ze'^pix) = iq + pe"') 
The distribution is symmetric for p = l/2, positive skew for 
0 < p < 1/2 and negative skew for 1/2 < ;? < 1, 
If jr-Bin,p),Y'~B(m,p) then X-^Y~B{m + n,p). 
Ill) Poisson Distribution 
When the number of trials n in the Binomial distribution is large, i.e., 
n -> 00 and p, the constant probability of success for each trial is small, 
i.e., /> -> 0, then the limiting form of Binomial distribution will be the 
Poisson distribution. 
Let X be a discrete random variable assuming the possible values: 
0,1,2,...,«,... If 
p(x,A) = P(X = x) = i ;x = 0,l,2,...U>0 x! 
0 ,otherwise 
we say that X has a Poisson distribution with parameter A > 0. The mean 
and variance of Poisson distribution with parameter X is 
fi, = E(X) = / land //j = Var(X) = A. 
Also Mi=M3- 3/i>; + 2^[' = {A' + 3A' + A) - 3A(A' + A) + 2A' = A and 
Thus the coefficients of skewness and kurtosis are given by 
Moment generating function of Poisson distribution is given by 
and the characteristic function is 
The distribution is always positive skew. If X ~ P(^,i),Y~ PiX^),then 
X + Y-PiA.+A^) 
IV) Negative Binomial Distribution 
Suppose we have a succession of n Bernoulli trials and let f{x;r,p) 
denote the probability that there are x failures preceding the r "" success 
in x+r trials and the last trial must be a success with probability/;. Then 
by compound probability theorem, f{x;r,p) will follow a Negative 
Binomial distribution. 
A random variable X is said to follow a Negative Binomial distribution 
with parameters r and p if its probability mass function is given by 
\(x + r-i\ 
P{X = x) = p{x) = • p'q^'ix = 0,1,2,... 
0 ,otherwise 
The moment generating function of Negative Binomial distribution is 
given by 
M^(r) = £(e") = X Q ^-A_J Pe'V 
jt=0\ ^ V •* / Q ) 
= iQ-Pe'y 
and the cumulant generating function is given by 
= -rlog 
= -rlog 
Q-P l+r+—+—+. . . 2! 3! 
1-P 
V 
l+r+—+—+. . . 
V 2! 3! J 
1 P 
where p = — and 0 =—,sothat Q-P = l. 
Therefore, Mean =ic^=rP = ^ , Variance = //^  = rP(l + P) = rPQ = ^ 
P P 
//j = /Cj = rP(l + 3P + 2P^) = rP(l + P)(l + 2P) = rPgCg + P) = ^ I^l±i^ 
//,=*:,+ 3Arj' = rPQii + ^ PQ(r + 2)] = r^{p^+3^(r + 2)} 
Ml rq nl rq 
• ?'i = VA = r— >ana r2=Pi-^ = 
^!rq rq 
V) Geometric Distribution 
If we take r = 1 in the Negative Binomial distribution, we get the 
probability mass function of the Geometric distribution. 
A random variable X is said to have a Geometric distribution if it 
assumes only non-negative values and its probability mass function is 
given by 
prx = jc) = [^"P'^^ " 0,1,2,.. .,;0 <p<l;q = l~p 
[ 0 , otherwise 
The moment generating function of the Geometric distribution is given 
by 
MAt) = Elie") = '£e".q''p = p^(e'qy 
J:=0 ;c=0 
= p(l-qe'r = \-qe' 
Therefore, //J = 
y"i = 
dt 
d' 
M(t) 
(=0 
dt ,M{t) 
^p{l-qe') 
dt 
=u^ 
( \ - i 
= pq{l-qr'=^ 
J»=0 
/=o P P 
Hence, Mean (//) = //,'=— , 
and Variance (//,) = / / j - / / ! - . , , 
P P P P P 
VI) Hyper-Geometric Distribution 
When the population is finite and the sampling is done without 
replacement, so that the events are stochastically dependent, although 
random, we obtain Hyper-Geometric distribution. 
A discrete random variable X is said to follow the Hyper-Geometric 
distribution with parameters N,M and n if it assumes only non-negative 
values and its probability mass function is given by 
P{X = k) = h(k;N,M,n) = -
Kkj n~k 
(N 
ynj 
; k = 0,1,2,..., min(n, M) 
0, otherwise 
The mean of Hyper-Geometric distribution is given by 
'(MYN~M\ 
E{X) = Y.f'P(X = k) = Y,k 
Jt=0 t=0 
yk J n~k 
(N\ 
v«y 
'N\hXk-l yi^-i J 
(N-M^_ M (N-i\_nM 
n-k Jf ~ 7 A ^ \ m \~~W V ^ J 
and Variance ViX) = EiX^) - (EiX)f 
NiN-l) '^ N [N J 
NMiN-M)iN-n) 
N\N-l) 
Hyper-Geometric distribution tends to Binomial distribution as A^  -^ <» 
and > p. 
N 
1.4.2 Continuous Distributions 
I) Normal Distribution 
The Normal distribution was first discovered in 1733 by English 
mathematician De-Moivre, who obtained this continuous distribution as a 
limiting case of Binomial distribution whenn -> oo. 
A random variable X is said to have a Normal distribution with 
parameters/^ ando-^  if its probability density function is given by 
f{x;/d,(T ) = —p=exp- Ux-j± 
2I (7 
.2 
; - Q O < X < O O , - O O < / / < C X 5 , < 7 > 0 . 
If X~ N(fi,(T^), then Z = —, is a Standard Normal variate with 
CT 
E(Z) = 0 and VariZ) = 1 and we write Z ~ N(0,1). 
The pdf of Standard Normal variate Z is given by 
1 -^ 
<j){z) = —j=e ^ , -oo<z<oo 
^J2n; 
and the corresponding distribution function, denoted by ^(z)is given by 
tl)(z) = P{Z <z)= \<l){u)du = - ^ je-'''"du 
I27t 
Important properties 
i) The curve of the pdf is bell shaped and symmetric about ^ 
ii) X- axis the asymptote of the curve, 
iii) /^±(T are the points of inflexion. 
iv) O(-r) = l-a)(z),z>0 
v) P(a<X<6) = o ( ^ - ^ | - o | ^ — ^ l , where X- N(,fi,(T^) 
<y J \ <^ J 
vi) The moment generating function of Normal distribution is given by 
00 1 
(t)= \e''f{x)dx = —^ fe*expH^-//)V2o-'}cic 
1 °° 
= -j==r |exp{/(// + CTz)}exp(-z^ /2)dz, 
V2;ri 
z = — i -
_g/ /+ 'V/2 
If Z ~ iV(0,l), then M^ it) = exp(^ ' 12) 
vii) The cumulant generating function of Normal distribution is given by 
2 2 
K,{t) = \ogM,it)^\o%(e"'*'''''") = fit^^-^ 
Mean = ic, = Coefficient of t in K^ (t) = /u 
Variance =/f2 = Coefficient of — in Kx{t) = a^ 
Thus, //j = xTj = 0, and /J^=K^+ 3/f j = 3a-* 
Hence ;5, = ^ = 0,and >9j = ^ = 3 
/^2 -"2 
The distribution is symmetric and mesokurtic. Infact its kurtosis is the 
point of reference for other distributions. 
II) ;ir'-Distribution: 
The square of a Standard Normal variate is known as a Chi-square 
variate with 1 degree of freedom. Thus, if X ~ N(^,a^),thQn 
Z = ^ ^^^ ~ //(0,1) and Z' = f ^ -^1 is a Chi-square variate with 1 d.f In 
cr \ or J 
general, if Z,(/ = 1,2,...,n)are«independent Normal variates with means 
//, and variances af, {i = 1,2,...,«), then 
10 
,. -i^fx.-fiy 
/=1 \ 
is a Chi-square variate with n d.f. 
' y 
A random variable X is said to have a Chi-square distribution (Z -
distribution) with ' n' degrees of freedom if its probabiHty density 
function (pdf) is given as 
1 
X 
f(x) = -^— e 2x^ -,0 <x< 00 
2'r(f) 
The moment generating function of Chi-square distribution is given by 
0 
= — fe"e ^x^ dx 
1 / „ ^ J 2*r 
2^rW» L ( 
1-2/ 
x^ dx 
a 
22rW[(l-20/2]i 
= (1-20 S \2t\<l. 
and its cumulative generating function is given by 
/i:^(0 = logM;,(0 = -^log(l-2/) 
2,.(?^.M,, 
tc^ = Co-efficient of t in K(t) = n 
K^ = Co-efficient of — in K{t) = In 
11 
K^ = Co-efficient of — in K{t) = 8« 
/< . 
and K^ = Co-efficient of — in K{t) = 48« 
4! 
In general, *r, = Co-efficient of — in ^(r) = «2''^(r-l)! 
Hence, 
Mean= /t, = n. Variance = //j = /f^  = 2«. 
l^^=zKi= 8«, //^ = K-^  + 3x-j = 48« +12»^. 
A = 4 = i a n d A = 4 = i l . 3 
The distribution is skew and leptokurtic. 
As n^oo,x^ -^N(Q,l). 
ID) Gamma Distribution 
I f X ~ 4 , , t h e n | ~ ; | £ . 
A random variable X is said to have a Gamma distribution with 
parameter «> 0, if its probability density function is given by 
/W = 
e-'x"-' ; « > 0 , 0<x<oo 
r(«) 
0, otherwise 
The cumulative distribution function, called Incomplete Gamma function 
is defined as 
[ 0 , otherwise 
Moment generating flmction about origin is given by 
MAO = £(e") = ]e"fix)dx = J-]e'^e-x"-'dx 
1 "f 
nn)i r(«)(i-o 
12 
=( i - / r , | / |< i . 
and the cumulant generating function is given by 
K^it) = logM^(0 = log(l -0"" = -«log(l - 0 
( t' t' \ 
= « / + — + — + ... I 2 3 J 
.-. Mean=/ti = Co-efficient of / in Kx(t) = n 
Kj = Co-efficient of — in K^it) = n 
fc, = Co-efficient of — in K^ (t) = In 
f* 
and K^ = Co-efficient of — in ^^(0 = 6« 
implies ^^=K^+ SKI = 6« + 3n^ 
Hence, 
/,,=4=i^ = l and />, =4 = 3.1. 
The distribution is positive skew and leptokurtic. 
As n->oo, the Standard Gamma variate tends to Standard Normal 
variate. 
IV) Beta Distribution 
a) Beta distribution of first kind 
If X and Y are independent X - variates v i^th p and q degrees of 
X fi-eedom then follows the Beta distribution of first kind. 
X + Y 
A random variable X is said to have a Beta distribution of first kind with 
parameters p and q (p,q>Q) if its probability density function (pdf) is 
given by 
1 fix) x'"\l-xy'^;0<x<l;p,q>0 B{p,q) 
0, otherwise 
13 
Beta distribution arises as the distribution of an orderd variable from a 
rectangular distribution. 
The constants of Beta distribution of first kind are 
^' \ B(p,q)i 
•B{p-{-r,q)= ^^ 
In particular, 
B{p,q) ^ r(p + q + r)r(p) 
Mean=;.;=n£±l)nP±^ = _ ^ 
r(p + q + l)r(p) p + q 
a' _np + 2)T(p + q) ^ p(l + p) 
^' r(p + q + 2)np) ip + q)(p-^q + l) 
Hence u =u'-u"= ^^^"^^^ Hence,/., M^ Mr (^^,)(/^^,^i) 
Similarly, we have 
' P '' 
yp+9j 
M 
(p + qYip + q + l) 
M. = Ms -^M'rMl +2//;' = ^B(lZ£l _ 
* (p + qr(p + q + l)ip + q + 2) 
and ju. =M\ -4 / /> ; ^^M\M? -^M\' = ^^{p^Cpf ^-6)^2(p-Hg)^} 
{p + q)\p + q + lXp + q + 2){p^q^y) 
' M\ pq(p + q + 2f 
and ^ _/^4 _3(/?-fg + l)/?g(p + g - 6 ) + 2(/7 + g) ' 
/^ 2 P9(P + ^  + 2)(/7 + ^ + 3) 
b) Beta distribution of second kind 
If X ~ X(m) ^^^ Y ~ xl„), then the ratio of two independent Chi-square 
variates is a Beta variate of second kind. 
A random variable X is said to have a Beta distribution of second kind if 
its probability density function (pdf) is given by 
1 x""^ 
f(x)= ;(w,«)>0,0<x<oo. 
B(m,n) (l + xy*" 
The constants of Beta distribution of second kind are given as; 
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1 "f x" '^-* 
u' = {x'f(x)dx = — -— f — dx 
^' \ ^^' B{m,n)i il + xr" 
—1—1 _i^ !!I!l!_a[^ = i 
B(m,n)l a + xy^"-' B(m,n) 
r(m + r)r(n-r) 
= —^ c-^ '-:n>r 
r(m)r(«) 
In particular, 
, , , r(/w + l)r(«-l) m . 
Mean=;i =-^ ^ ^-^ - = — - , n > l . 
^' r(m)r(n) « - l 
r(m + 2)r(^ 7 - 2) ^ m(m +1) ^^  ^ , 
r(m)r(«) («-!)(«-2)' 
Hence, ;^ j =/ / ; - / / ; '= ^ ^ i - v 
(n-l)(«-2) V"-l («-l)^(«-2) 
Remark: Beta distribution of second kind can be transformed to the Beta 
distribution of first kind by transformation l+x = — . 
y 
The Beta distiibution is applied directly to the analysis of Markov 
processes with "imcertain" transition probabilities. 
V) Uniform Distribution 
If we take m = 1, n = 1 in the Beta distribution of first kind, we get 
the probability density function of Uniform distribution on [0,1]. 
A random variable X is said to have a continuous Uniform 
distribution over an interval {a,b) if its probability density function 
is given by 
f 1 
f(x;a,b) = -; ifa<x<b b-a 
0, otherwise 
Moments of Uniform distribution are 
^' = f j c Y ( j c ) ^ = _ L _ \x'dx=:— ~ 
i b-ai (r + l){b-a) 
In particular, 
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Mean=//| = V-a^^ 
b-a\ 
b + a 
and ^b'-a'^ 
b-a 
b^ +ab + a^ 
:. Variance=//' - fi[^ = b'^+ab + a' fb + a^' ''- "^' 
I 2 12 
The moment generating function of Uniform distribution is given by 
MAO = U''f(x)dx = \/^dx = ^ r ^ , t ^  0 
t ib-a t(b-a) 
and its characteristic function is given by 
; it(.b-a) 
VI) F- DistHbution 
If X and F are two independent Chi-square variates with u, and u^ 
degrees of freedom respectively, then F - statistic is defined by 
F = 
_ X / U i 
r /y . 
In other words, F is defined as the ratio of two independent Chi-
square variates divided by their respective degrees of fi'eedom 
and it follows Snecdecor's F - distribution with (u,,U2) degrees of 
freedom with probability density function is given by 
nn-Jsdi^ pU^ll 
B 
\{U,+V2)I1 , 0<F<oo 
\ '^1 J 
The constants of F - distribution are 
ju:=E(F')=JF'f(F)dF 
0 
m^' 14-i^F 
. "2 y 
\(0,+U2)/'2 dF 
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Put ^F = y,sothatdF = ^dy 
1,2 2 
^^Yr[/-+(^/2)]r[(u,/2)-r], 
V^2 r(u,/2)r(y,/2) ; r<u , /2 
In particular; 
t;,r[l + (t.,/2)]r[(t;,/2)-l]^ o, ^ ^2 
^' u, r(u,/2)r(u,/2) u,-2' ' 
y"i = 
^u,^ 
K^iJ 
(.. \ O. 
\^^J 
r[2+(^/2)]r[(^/2)-2] 
r(^/2)r(u,/2) 
[l + (Uj/2)](u,/2) Uj'(u,+2) 
[(i.,/2)-l][(t.,/2)-2] o,(v, -2){v, -4) ,L», > 4 , 
^' ^' ^ ' o,{u,-2){u,-4) iu,-2)' u,{u,-2)\o,~4y ' 
For large ^ and Vi,F -^N 1,2 ~ 
u l y v^:yj 
The F - distribution is necessarily an asymmetrical distribution. 
In case 1^= 1, Xlv^ is square of the normal deviate and F is then of the 
form F = t^. 
VII) t-Distribution 
The ratio of a standard normally distributed random variable to the 
square root of an independently distributed Chi-square random variable 
divided by its degrees of freedom. 
Let x,0 = l,2,...,n)be a random sample of size n from a normal 
population with mean ^ and variance a^. Then Student's 7' is defined 
by the statistic 
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/ = S/yfn 
1 ^ where x = -Yx., is the sample mean and 5^= Y(Xi-xf, is an 
unbiased estimate of the population variance a^, and it follows Student's 
t- distribution with v = (n-l) J./, with probability density function 
1 1 /(0 = 
yfvB ^1 u^ i + -
;-oo <t <oo. 
\ V 
Since f{t) is symmetrical about the line / = 0, all the moments of odd 
order about origin vanish, i.e., 
//;,,, =0;r = 0,1,2,... 
In particular, //,' = 0 = Mean 
Hence, 
Mir^i=0;r = 0X2,... 
The moments of even order are given by 
« tir 
.2 '2 j B 
\ (n+l) /2 dt 
1 + -
V « y 
/^  1 «(!-:>;) Put 1 + —= - , => /^  = « 2tdt = —-dy 
y 
0 ^Ir 
^ir 
2 > r- - « 
2 2. 
V«5 1 « 1 ; 
2 2 
J" 
I 
) 
^ 'i fl-y^ 
y J 
1 
r— 
2 
,{(n+l)/2|-2 dy 
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I n , 1 
r[(n/2)-r]T(r + ^^ 
^„r V 2 
r(i/2)r(«/2) 
In p£irticular, 
M2=n--—17 = r ; ( « > 2 ) 
(w-2) « - 2 
and i " i = « - = r > ( « > 4 ) 
"^^ (n-2)(n-4) («-2)(n-4) 
Hence /?, = 4 = 0 and /?, =i^^^f^ii:ll-
y"2 /^2 
A 4  0 and /?, = 4 = 3 ^ 4 ;(;,>4) 
«, iU, \ . » - 4 ; 
VIII) Cauchy Distribution 
For L> = 1, Students t- distribution reduces to Cauchy distribution. 
A random variable X is said to have a Standard Cauchy distribution if its 
probability density function is given by 
fx(x) = - - J-, -oo<x<oo 
^ (l + x ) 
and X is termed as standard Cauchy variate. 
More generally, Cauchy distribution with parameters^ and // has the 
probability density function 
gy(y) = -r;T—, ^ ' -«><y<<=o;A>0. 
^[^ +(y-M)] 
and we write X ~ C(A,fx). 
If F ~ C(/l,//), then X = ^^~^^ ~ C(1,0). 
/i 
The characteristic function of Standard Cauchy distribution is given by 
7t 11+ X 
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1.5 Order statistics 
Let Xi,Xj,...,Z„, a random sample of size n from a population , be 
arranged in ascending order of magnitude so that 
x,„<x,,„<x,,„<...<x,.,„<...<x„,„ 
then Xi.„,X^.„,...,X„,,2LrQ collectively called the order statistics of the 
sample and X^.„{r = \,2X--,n) is called the reorder statistic of the 
sample. Also X,„ =min(X,,^2 X„) and X„„ =max(X,,Xj....,;^„) are 
called extreme order statistics or the smallest and the largest order 
statistics. 
Order statistics is that branch of statistics which deals with the 
mathematical properties of order statistics and with statistical methods 
based upon them. There is vast literature on order statistics. 
Developments in early 1960's by Sarhan and Greenberg (1962a), which, 
because of its numerous tables retain its usefuhiess even today. Harter 
(1978-1992) has prepared an eight volume annotated bibliography with 
an access of 4700 entries. David (1981) write perhaps the first book on 
order statistics dealing in detail with its different aspects. Also, references 
may be made to Bamett and Lewis (1984), Balakrishnan and Cohen 
(1991), Arnold et al (1992) and the references therein. 
The subject of order statistic is as old as the theory of statistic itself and 
has found wide applications e.g. the range is extensively used in quality 
control and is useful in quick tests and in detecting outliers. Order 
statistics are used in life testing experiments, where one may be 
interested in certain ordered elements of a sample for testing and 
estimation. 
Order statistics enter into problems of estimation and hypothesis testing 
into a variety of ways. Most basic of these is the situation in which the 
range of a variate X depends at one or both terminals on parameter (s) to 
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be estimated. Standard methods, whatever they are, then lead inevitably 
to estimators which involve order statistics. In dealing with small 
samples, the studentized range is useful in a variety of ways. Apart from 
quick tests, it plays a role in procedures for ranking "treatment" means in 
the analysis of variance situation. 
Order statistics plays an important role in statistics to characterize the 
probability distributions. 
1.5.1 Distribution of order statistics: 
Let us assume that Xi,X^,...,X„is a random sample from an absolutely 
continuous population with probability density function (pdf) /(x) and 
cumulative distribution function (cdf) F{x). Further, let 
Xy„ <X^.„ ^^3.„ ^•••^^«nbe the order statistics obtained by arranging 
the preceding random sample in increasing order of magnitude. Consider 
the event jf < X, „ < x+ ^ , where & is a small positive increment and we 
have 
{r-\)\{n-r)\ 
[(x+&)]+o((&)') (1.5.1.1) 
Where 0((^K)^) , a term of order (&)\ is the probability corresponding to 
the event having more than one X^ in the interval (x,x + &]. From 
(1.5.1.1) we have the pdf of X,„(l<x<n)as 
^-« - i5j ( ^ 1 
The pdf s of smallest and largest order statistics follows from (1.5.1.2) at 
r = 1 and n respectively, i.e., 
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/,„(x) = «[i-F(x)r7W;-« <x<^ (1.5.1.3) 
f„,„(x) = n[l-F(x)r'f(x);-<:o <x<cc (1.5.1.4) 
the cumulative distribution functions of the smallest and largest order 
statistics are easily derived by integrating the pdfs in (1.5.1.3) and 
(1.5.1.4) and are given by; 
F,„(x) = l-[1-F(jc)f; -oo<x<oo (1.5.1.5) 
and F„,„{x) = [F{_x)f \-oo<x < oo (1.5.1.6) 
In general, the cdf of X,.„ is given by 
F,,„{x) = P{X,,„<x) 
= P(at least r of Xi,X^,...,X„ are less than or equal to x) 
n 
=2] ? (exactly / of Z,, Z^,..., X„ are less than or equal to x) 
fn^ 
= S . [^(^)]'[l-i^(^)]""' \-<^<x < 00 (1.5.1.7) 
The cdf of X^.„ may also be obtained by mtegrating the pdf of X,„as 
given by (1.5.1.2) so that, 
X 
—-^—- j [F(t)Y-'[i-F(t)rf(Odt 
(r-l)!(«-r)! _i 
f u'-'(l-u)"-' 
(r-mn-r)\ ^ 
= /^(,,(r,n-r + l)I^(,) (1.5.1.8) 
The R.H.S. of (1.5.1.8) is Incomplete Beta function as defined by 
Pearson (1934). 
1.6 Rank Statistics 
Let Xi,X^,...,X„ be ?7independent and identically distributed continuous 
random variable with distribution function F. If we assume that F has a 
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pdf then this is denoted by / , i.e. in this case F is differentiate with 
/ = F'. Notice that the continuity assumption assures that 
P (3 / 9ty :Z, =Xj) = 0, i.e., there are no ties in the data. The rank/?, of X, 
is defined as 
i.e. Ri is the number of observations less than or equal to Xj, and let 
R^= (R^,...,R„) 
Notice that if Z(„)=(^(i„) :^...:^^(„.„))denotes the vector of order 
statistics, i.e. {x,, ,X„}={X^^.„^,...,X^^.„^} and iX^^,,^ <...<X^„.„^) 
Then 
because F is continuous and by assumption ranks are (almost 
surely) uniquely defined. 
Similarly, one denotes the ranks of \X^\ m \x^\,...,\X„\} by R^, i.e. 
and let ^ = ( ^ , . . . , ^ ) . A statistic 7;=7;(^,^) is called rank 
statistic. Usually, T„ either depends on R„ or on R„. 
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CHAPTER II 
SINGLE SAMPLE PROBLEMS 
2.1 Introduction 
Formulation of single sample test of hypothesis problem is generally 
parametric in nature. However, there are situations that call for 
Non- parametric test. One of the possibilities is the testing a hypothesis 
concerning population median, irrespective of the form of the population 
probability distribution. Another possibility or rather desirability of a 
non- parametric test is concerning the randomness of the sample, 
whatever may be the underlying population probability distribution. 
In section 2.2 we discuss Sign test. Section 2.3 is devoted to Signed-
rank test proposed by Wilcoxon. In both the cases paired sample 
problems have been included because the observations are in fact on a 
single set of objects taken under two different occasions or under two 
different conditions. Also, it is the difference of the paired value that is 
to be used, hence it is reasonable to include it under the heading of 
single sample problem. 
In section 2.4, the problem of testing the randomness of a sample has 
been discussed. 
2.2 The Sign test 
A random sample of N observations X,,Xj,...,X^, is drawn from a 
population with distribution function F,,, with unknown median M, 
where F^ is assumed to be continuous in the vicinity of M. In other 
words, the assumptions are independent observations and P(X = M) = 0. 
The hypothesis to be tested concerns the value of the population median 
with a corresponding one or two sided alternative on the value of M. 
For any distribution which satisfies P(X = M) = 0, we have 
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P{X>M) = PiX<M) = \l2. 
Since the hypothesis here states that MQ is that value of X which 
divides the area under the frequency distribution into two equal parts, 
i.e., 
}i,:P{X>M,) = P{X<M,) 
if the sample data are consistent with the hypothesized median value, on 
the average, half of the sample observations will lie above the number 
Mj and the other half below it. Thus the number of observations 
above Mo, which will be denoted by K, can be used to test the validity 
of the null hypothesis. When the observations are dichotomized in this 
way, they constitute a set of A^  independent random variables from the 
Bernoulli population with parameter^ = P(Z>A/o), regardless of the 
population distribution F^. The sampling distribution of the random 
variable K then is the Binomial probability distribution with 
parameter^, which equals 1/2 if H„ is true. Since^ is actually the 
number of plus signs among theiV differences X^ -M^,i = l,l,...,N, the 
non parametric test based on K is called the ordinary sign test. 
The appropriate rejection region depends on the alternative 
Hi.- Af >Mo or P{X >M^)>PiX<MJ. 
The sample will reflect this state if there is an excess of positive 
differences. Therefore, the rejection region for a test at significance 
level or is 
KeR, fork>k„, 
where k^ is chosen to be the smallest integer which satisfies 
- -<«. 
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The desired significance level, called the nominal a, cannot usually be 
achieved exactly, because of the discreteness of the random sampling 
distribution. The actual or exact a is equal to the sum 
Ordinary tables of the cumulative Binomial distribution with 0 = 0.5 can 
be used to find the particular value of k„ for the given N and a. 
Similarly, for a one sided test with the alternative 
H,: M < Mo or P{X > M„) < PiX < M^), 
the rejection region for an a level test is 
K&R fork<k'^, 
where k'^ is the largest integer satisfying 
a. U; ^a. 
If the alternative is two sided 
H,:M 9i Mo or P(X > M^) ^ P{X <M^) 
the rejection region should consist of values of K that are either too 
large or too small. Since the Binomial is symmetric when^ = l/2, the 
greatest power is achieved by choosing the two tails symmetrically. 
Thus we reject Hj when K>k„,^ or K<k'^,j^ where A:„/j and k'^^^ are 
respectively the smallest and largest integers satisfying 
2 ( i < « / 2 a n d 2 j i S«/2 (2.2.1) 
^k J 2. A=0 v^y V2. 
Obviously, we have the relation k'^/^=N-k^,^. 
The ordinary Sign test statistic with these rejection regions are 
consistent against the respective one and two sided alternatives. Since 
E(K/N) = 6 and Var(K/N) = e(i-0)/N-^0 «5iV->oo, 
K provides a consistent test statistic. 
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For large A^ , Hj is rejected for K>k„, where k„ satisfies 
(^.-0.5)-0.5iV^^ . (2.2.2) 
where 0.5 is the continuity correction and z^ is a standard normal 
deviate. 
2.2.1 Power Function 
In contrast to most non parametric tests, the power function of the Sign 
test is simple to determine. The random variable^ follows the Binomial 
probability distribution with parameter 6 even when the null hypothesis 
is false. The power is a function of ^, so that a general power curve can 
be plotted for, say, H,: ^  > 0.50 by calculating for arbitrary 0 > 0.50. 
e\i-e) N-k 
If the power function is desired for a more parametric type of situation 
where the population distribution is fully specified, the parameter 
9 = P(X > Mo) can be calculated. This type of power function would be 
desirable for comparisons between the Sign test and some parametric 
test for location. 
2.2.2 Confidence interval procedure 
The Sign test technique can be applied to obtain a confidence interval 
estimate for the unknown population median. Let the order statistics for 
the random sample be X^^^ <X^^^ <...<X^^y We would accept the null 
hypothesis for a two sided test with significance level or for all values M 
for which there are exactly K positive numbers among the A^  
differencesX(^ ) -M,i = 1,2,..., A^  for all K which satisfy the inequality 
K,,-^l<K<k,,,-l (2.2.2.1) 
where k'^,^ and k^,^ are integers chosen in accordance with (2.2.1). 
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In order to obtain a confidence interval estimate of A/, we need only to 
translate the inequality in (2.2.2) to an equivalent statement involving 
order statistics and M. Now, applying the result 
n p{x,,,<K^<x,,,)=Y\ '\ |p'(i-i^r' -Zf" k '( i-p)" 
'=rvO / = i 
=s 
-Uyi^ 
i=ryl. 
P'a-PT 
for confidence intervals for any population quantile to the specific case 
p = Q.5, we have 
P(X(,) <M<X,,^) = P(r<K<s-1). 
Therefore (1 -or) 100% confidence interval estimate of M is given by 
X,,.. . ,^  < M < X,K V 
l*a/l+') Call) 
In order to array the observations, the confidence interval end points are 
then those numbers which are in the {k'^i^ +l)'j/ position from either 
end. For large JV , the normal approximation to the Binomial can be used 
to set a 1 - a probability statement on K^ which in turn c£in be converted 
to a (1 - a ) 100% confidence interval on M. We saw before that 
ifandonly if 
Using the normal approximation with contmuity correction we have 
it„/j-0.5-0.5A^ 
'^all 
k' 
"•a/1 
'^a/2 
O.SyfN 
= 0.5Ar + 0.5 
+ 0.5-0.5A^ 
o.sViv 
= 0.5iV-0.5-
~ ^al2 
+ 0.5Z, 
= -^afZ 
n ^ 
-o.5z,,,Viv 
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2.2.3 Paired sample procedure 
The single sample Sign test procedures for hypothesis testing and 
confidence interval estimation of M are equally applicable to paired 
sample data. From a random sample of N 
pairs (X,, y,), (Xj, Fj),..., (J^ ,^, 7^), the iV differences are formed 
D,=X,-Y,, fori = 1,2,...,N 
If the population of differences are assumed continuous at its median M, 
so that PCD = M) = 0 and 6 is defined as 0 = PiD>M), the same 
procedures are clearly valid here with X, replaced everywhere by D^. 
It should be emphasized that this is a test for the median difference of 
the two medians Mx and My. 
2.3 Wilcoxon Signed Rank test 
The ordinary single sample Sign test utilizes only the signs of the 
differences between each observation and the hypothesized median MQ, 
the magnitude of these observations relative to M„ are ignored. The test 
statistic which takes into account these individual relative magnitudes 
might be expected to give better performance. If we are willing to make 
the assumption that the parent population is symmetric, the Wilcoxon 
Signed rank test statistic provides an alternative test of location which is 
affected by both the magnitudes and signs of these differences. 
Consider a random sample of N observations Xi,X2,...,X^ from a 
continuous population with median M, and assume that the population 
is symmetric. Under the null hypothesis 
the differences Z), = X^ - M„ are symmetrically distributed about zero, so 
that positive and negative differences of equal absolute magnitude have 
the same probability of occurrence, i.e., 
P(D, < -c) = P(D, > c) = 1 - Pm < c) 
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Suppose we order these absolute differences |Dj|,|Z)2|,...,|D/y| from 
smallest to the largest and assign them ranks 1,2,...,iV keeping track of 
the original signs of the differences D^. If M^ is the true median of the 
symmetrical population, the expectation of the sum of the ranks of the 
positive differences, T, equals the expectation of the sum of the ranks 
of the negative differences, T~. Since the sum of all the ranks is a 
N 
constant, T* +T~ =Y,^ = N(N+ l)/2, test statistics based on V only, T~ 
only, or T* -T~ are linearly related. The derived sample data on which 
these test statistics are based consist of the set of A^  integer ranks 
{1,2,...,A'^ } and a corresponding set of N plus and minus signs. The rank 
/ is associated with a plus or minus sign according to the sign of 
Dj = Xj - A/fl, where Dj occupies the ith position in the ordered array of 
absolute |D^|. If we let r(.) denote the rank of a random variable, the 
Wilcoxon Signed rank statistics can be written symbolically as 
r = i;Z,r(|A|), T- =|;(1 - Z,)r(|A|), 
(=1 /=i 
r -r =2|;z,r(|A|)-^ ^ '^^ ^^ (2.3.1) 
1=1 
where 
fi /rA>o 
' lo //A<o 
With out loss of generality that the subscripts on the original sample 
data are such that|Z)i|,|Z)j|,...,|Z) |^ are order statistics and replace ri\D,\) 
by /in(2.3.1)and Z, by Z^^y, where 
_ J1 if the difference whose absolute value has rank i is positive 
[0 if the difference whose absolute value has rank i is negative 
Then, we can write 
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r=I^iZ,, (2.3.2) 
where the Z(,) are independent Bernoulli random variables but are not 
identically distributed. The moments of Z(,) then are 
var(Z,,) = ^,(l-^,) 
cov(Z(,),Z(^ )) = 0 
where the Bernoulli parameter is given by 
e, =P(Z^,^ =l) = P[r(\D,\) = ir\Dj >0 forsomej=l,2,...,N] 
= P(the ith order statistic among |Z), |, JDj |,..., |Z)^  | corresponds to a positive difference) 
-](,-1)KL,)!'^-^'">''"'P-^°|'">J''"'-^''^">''" 
ill 1 J[^D(«)-^D(-")r'[i-^D(«)+^D(-«)r7i>(«)^« (2.3.3) 
Since r* is a linear combination of these independent random variables, 
the exact mean and variance of T* for any distribution are easily found 
if ,^ can be determined. In the null case, ^^must be evaluated whenJf is 
symmetric about Mo, which implies that D-X-M^ is symmetric about 
zero, so that Fj, (0) = 1 / 2, F^ (-M) = 1 - F^ (M) . 
Substituting these results in (2.3.3), we have 
( •XT % ' \ ^ 
. J, J pF„ ("« -1]'"' {i-^Fo Wf-' fo (") du 
N(N-i\ 
= - . ^ \Bii,N-i + l) = l/2 
The general moments of T" from (2.3.2) are 
E{r) = f^ie, 
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/»1 
Therefore in the null case these reduce simply to 
var(r) = | ; /^^,(l-^.) (2.3.4) 
E{r\H,) = 4 
v a r ( r | i / . ) - f f l ± i > ( ? ^ ^ (2.3.5) 
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Since the O^ are all functions of 
6> = F^ (0) = 1 - P(Z - Mo > 0) = P(Z > Mo) 
and ^ = 1/2 under Ho, we can write 
= g(d) where g(0) = 1/2 under Ho-
Further we note that for any distribution, since^,(l-^,)<l/4 for all 
/ = 1,2,...,A ,^ wehave 
2T* 
var N(N + 1) 
^ ^ i^ 2N + 1 ^ „ 
< > ; ;- = >0 as iV -> 00 
tiN^iN + lf 6N{N + i) 
The test with rejection region 
2r 1 
reR for -^k 
N{N-^1) 2 
is consistent against alternatives of the form 6>\I2. This result is 
reasonable since if the true population median exceeds MQ, the sample 
data would reflect this by having most of the larger ranks correspond to 
positive differences. A similar two sided rejection region of T* centered 
on N(N + l)/4 is consistent against alternatives 6^112. 
Actually the test statistic T* is consistent against a larger class of 
alternatives. This class can be defined by investigating the expected 
value of r"^  for any distribution. Since a two sided rejection region 
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centered on 1/2 for the test statistic 2r/N{N + l) is consistent against 
all alternatives for which E{2r I N{N +1)} ^^  1 / 2 or E{r I N{N +1)} ^ 1 / 4, 
the criterion for consistency is found as follows. Since 
;=1 0 '=1 , / - l . 
[F^o^(u)r[i-F^oi(")r-'uu)du 
0 
= NiN-l)][F^{u)-F^(-u)]f^{u)du +N[1-FM] (2.3.6) 
0 
The consistency condition is 
ir = 2| ^ 1 ][Foiu)-F^(-u)]Uu)du +-A-[l-F^(0)]^l/2 
N(N + 1) 
which for large A^  is approximately 
][FM-Fo(-u)]Uu)du^l/4. 
0 
2.3.1 Power Function 
Since the indicator variables Zj^^ of (2,3.2) are independent and follow 
the Bernoulli distribution with parameter 6^ regardless of whether the 
null hypothesis is true, the probability distribution of T^ could be 
worked out under a specified alternative distribution, since then the 9^ of 
(2.3.3) can be evaluated. If exactly k specified ranks r^,r^,...,r^ have 
positive signs, the probability of this sample result is the product of their 
respective 6j values times the respective 1 - Oj terms for the remaining 
ranks. The probability of any particular value of T^ then is the sum 
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From the listing of ranks associated with positive differences, the exact 
power then be found by summing the probabilities in (2.3.1.1) for those 
values of T^ which are in the rejection region. 
It should be noted that the probability distribution of r* is no longer 
symmetric when the null hypothesis is not true, so that T* and T' are 
not identically distributed under the alternative. For the probability of a 
particular value of T', we must interchange 6 and l-<9 in (2.3,1.1) or 
use 
'NiN + \) 
P(T- =k) = P 
-r =k 2 
2.3.2 Confidence Interval Procedure 
The Wilcoxon Signed rank test procedure lends itself to confidence 
interval estimation of the unknown population median A/. In fact, there 
are two methods of interval estimation available. Both will give the 
confidence limits as those values of M which do not lead to rejection of 
null hypothesis, but one amounts to a trial and error procedure while the 
other is systematic and provides a imique interval. For any sample size 
iV, we can find that number /„/i such that if the true population median 
is M and T is calculated for the derived sample values X^-M, then 
P(r<t„n) = ^ ^^ /'(r-</„,,) = ! 
The null hypothesis will be accepted for all members M which make 
T^ > /^ /j and T~ > t^,^. The confidence interval technique is to find those 
two numbers, say M, and Mj, where Mi<M-^, such that when T is 
calculated for two sets of differences Jf,-M, and X,-Mj, at the 
significance level a, V or T", whichever is smaller, is just short of 
significance, i.e., slightly larger than t^,T_. Then the 100(1-a) percent 
confidence interval estimate of A/ is Afj < M < A/^ . 
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In trial and error procedure, we simply choose some suitable values of 
M and calculate the resulting values of V or 7", stopping whenever we 
get numbers slightly larger than /„/j. This generally does not lead to a 
unique interval and the manipulations can be tedious even for moderate 
sized samples. 
2.3.3 Paired sample procedure 
Given a random sample of N pairs 
their differences are 
{X,-YMX^-Y,),...,{X,-Y,) 
We assume that these are independent observations from a population of 
differences which is continuous and symmetric with median M. In 
order to test the hypothesis 
Ho:M = Mo 
from theA^ differences Dt^X^-Y^-Mf, and rank their absolute 
magnitudes from smallest to largest using integers {1,2, ••;N}, keeping 
track of the original sign of each difference. Then the above procedures 
for hypothesis testing and confidence intervals are equally applicable 
here with the same notation, except that the parameter M must be 
interpreted now as the median of the population of differences. 
2.4 Tests for randomness of a sample 
In the general one sample problem, the data consist of a single set of 
observations, assumed to be randomly obtained, on which inferences 
can be based. The test for randomness relate to inferences about a 
property of the joint probability distribution of a set of sample 
observations, supposed to be independently and identically distributed. 
Obviously, the sequence of observations so obtained should not show 
any trend whatsoever. No test has been developed to test this problem. 
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However some tests, designed for some other hypothesis may be used 
by re-stating the hypothesis of randomness in a manner that is 
compatible with the test procedure. 
The probabiUty function for the total number of runs was given by Ising 
(1925). Wald and Wolfowitz (1940) applied this distribution to the two 
sample problem and thus invented the two sample test. A basic paper by 
Mood (1940) gave the history of the theory of runs of various types upto 
that time and developed the theory further. Extensive tables were given 
by Swed and Eisenhart (1943). 
The above mentioned two sample tests may be used as a test for 
randomness against trend by calling the observations a's if they fall 
above some point, such as the median or b's if they fall below or on the 
point. Mosteller (1941) suggested using the length of the longest run 
above (or below) the median as a test for trend. Obviously, if a trend is 
established, randomness is negated. Wallis and Moore (1941) 
recommended using a goodness of fit test on the number of runs of 
length 1, 2, or more than 2 as a test for randomness. Later Moore and 
Wallis (1943) introduced the theory of runs up and down, which is 
covered well by Bradley (1968). Other types of run tests have been 
introduced by Kruskal (1952), Mood (1954), Ferguson and Kraft (1955), 
Goodman (1957), Weiss (1960), and others. 
Details of the Wald-Wolfowitz run- test are given elsewhere, along with 
other two sample tests. 
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CHAPTER in 
Goodness of Fit- Tests 
3.1 Introduction 
A problem that arises frequently in statistical work is the testing of the 
compatibility of a set of observed and theoretical frequencies. Goodness 
of fit tests are employed to determine whether or not the distribution of 
scores in a sample conforms to the distribution of scores in a specific 
theoretical or empirical population (or probability) distribution. 
Goodness of fit tests are some what unique when contrasted with other 
types of inferential statistical tests, in that when conducting a goodness 
of fit test a researcher often wants or expects to retain the null 
hypothesis. Conover (1980, 1999), Daniel (1990), and Hollander and 
Wolfe (1999) cite sources that discuss the power of test. Daniel (1990) 
and Zar (1999) discussed the Kolmogorov- Smimov goodness of fit test 
as employed to the grouped data. Khamis (1990, 2000) has developed 
correction factor for the Kolmogorov- Smimov test statistic which can 
increase the power of the test (also see Harter et al. (1984) and Zar 
(1999)). Zar (1999) notes that since both the Kolmogorov- Smimov test 
and the Chi- square goodness of fit test are deficient in power, neither 
test is optimal for assessing normality. Thode (2002) has reviewed over 
forty procedures for assessing goodness of fit and concludes that the 
Shapiro-Wilk test and test statistic derived from moments (i.e., tests 
which utilized measure of skewness and kurtosis) are generally the best 
methods for assessing normality. D'Agostino and Stephens (1986), 
Daniel (1990), and Thode (2002) contain comprehensive discussions of 
alternative goodness of fit procedures . 
In section 3.2, the classical Chi-Square test has been discussed in detail, 
including its applications and limitations. Section 3.3 is devoted to 
Kolmogorov- Smimov test and its variations, where as in section 3.4 
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and 3.5 Lilliefors test for Normality and Exponentiality have been 
presented. 
3.2 Chi-Square goodness of fit test 
The oldest and best known goodness of fit test is the Chi-square test for 
goodness of fit, first presented by Pearson (1900). The Chi- square 
goodness of fit test, also referred to as the Chi- square test for a single 
sample, is employed in a hypothesis testing situation involving a single 
sample. The experimental hypothesis evaluated with the Chi- square 
goodness of fit test is whether or not there is a difference between the 
observed fi'equencies of k cells and their expected fi"equencies (also 
referred to as the theoretical fi'equencies). The expected fi*equency of a 
cell is determined through the use of probability theory or is based on 
some pre-existing empirical information about the variable under study. 
If the result of the Chi- square goodness of fit test is significant, the 
researcher can conclude that in the imderlying population represented by 
the sample there is a high likelihood the observed fi-equency for at least 
one of the k cells is not equal to the expected fi-equency of the cell. It 
should be noted that the test statistic for the Chi- square goodness of fit 
test provides an approximation of a binomially distributed variable when 
k = 2 and a multinomially distributed variable k>2. The larger the value 
of n, the more accurate the Chi- square approximation of the binomial 
and multinomial distribution. The Chi- square goodness of fit is based 
on the following assumptions. 
a) Categorical / nominal data are employed in the analysis. This 
assumption reflects the fact that the test data should represent 
fi'equencies of k mutually exclusive categories. 
b) The data evaluated consist of a random sample of n independent 
observations. The assumption reflects the fact that each observation can 
only be represented once in the data. 
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c) The expected frequency of each cell is 5 or greater. When this 
assumption is violated, it is recommended that if A; =2 , the Binomial 
sign test for a single sample be employed to evaluate data. When the 
expected frequency of one or more cells is less than 5 and k > 2, the 
multinomial distribution should be employed to evaluate data. Zar 
(1999) cites studies mdicating that when the Chi- square goodness of fit 
test is employed to evaluate a hypothesis regarding a Uniform 
distribution, tiie test is extremely robust. A robust test is one which still 
provides reliable information, m spite of the fact that one or more of its 
assumptions have been violated. In the case of an analysis involving the 
Chi- square goodness of fit test, a distribution is uniform if each of the 
cells has the same expected frequency. 
The data consists of N independent observations of a random 
variable Z . These N observations are grouped into c classes, and the 
number of observations in each class are presented in the form of a 1 x c 
contingency table. Let Oj denote the number of observations in classy, 
for j = 1,2,..,, c. Let F(x) be true but unknown distribution function of A", 
and let F '(x) be some completely specified distribution fimction, the 
hypothesized distribution fimction. 
Ho: F(jc) = F*(jc) for all X. 
H,: F(x) ^ F'(x) for at least one x. 
The hypothesis may be stated in words. 
Hoi The distribution fimction of the observed random variable is F'(jc) 
H,: The distribution fijnction of the observed random variable is 
different than F'(x). 
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Let p] be the probability of a random observation on X being in class 
y, under the assumption that F*(x) is the distribution function of X. 
Then define £^  as 
^, = P,* A^ , y=l,2,...,c 
where E^ represents the expected number of observations in class 3 
w^ hen Ho is true. The test statistic T is given by 
T = ^"^-N 
3.2.1 Analytical procedures for the Chi-square goodness of fit 
1) Within the frame work of the Chi-square goodness of fit test it is 
possible to compare individual cells with one another. 
2) Within the context of a Chi-square analysis, the term residual is 
employed to represent the absolute difference between the expected and 
observed cell frequencies. A standardized residual is a residual 
expressed within the format of a standard deviation score i.e., a z score. 
By computing standard residuals, one is able to determine which cells 
are the major contributors to a significant Chi- square value. The 
equation below is used to compute the standardized residual 
(z ) = i°'-^'^ 
\ res , / 
Any residual whose absolute value is equal to or greater than the tabled 
critical two-tailed .05 value z^= 1.96 is significant at the .05 level. Any 
cell that has a significant residual, one can conclude that the observed 
frequency of the cell differs significantly from its expected frequency. 
The sign of the standardized residual indicates whether the observed 
frequency of the cell is above (+) or below (-) the expected frequency. 
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The sum of the squared residuals for all k cells will equal the obtained 
value of Chi- square. 
3) The correction for continuity with the Chi- square goodness of fit test 
is that the test employs a continuous distribution to approximate a 
discrete distribution (specifically, the Binomial or Multinomial 
distributions). The correction for continuity is based on the premise that 
if a continuous distribution is employed to estimate a discrete 
distribution, such an approximation will inflate the type I error rate. By 
employing the correction for continuity the type I error rate is ostensibly 
adjusted. Equation given below is the continuity corrected Chi- square 
equation for the Chi- square goodness of fit test. 
. * Mo,-£,1-0.5)-' 
4) Confidence interval for the Chi- square goodness of fit or confidence 
interval for a population proportion can be calculated by the equation 
2 
\PlPl 
n 
<;rj < 
2 
\PlPl 
where Pi=x/n, x is the number of observations in cell 1 and n the 
total number of observations. 
Pi=^-Pi-> the value of p^ represents the proportion of observations in 
cell 2. 
z„/j represents the tabled critical value in the Normal distribution below 
which a proportion equal to [I-(a/2)] of the cases falls. 
;r, true population proportion. 
The large sample approximation computed with the above equation is 
most accurate when the value of ;r, falls between .3 and .7. Since the 
equation becomes inaccurate if the value of ;r, is close to 0 or 1. When 
the latter occurs Fleiss et al (2003, pp. 28-29) recommend for 
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employing the lower and upper limits of a confidence interval. The 
equations below allow for more accurate computation of the lower (P^) 
and upper (Pj^ ^^ ) limits of a confidence interval. 
PLL^ 
_ (2«A +z^,j -^)-Zaii4^ln - [ 2 + (!/«)]+ 4/;,(MPJ +1) 
2(« + r^a) 
P ^ (^"A + ^ In +1) + ^ a/2 V ^ t + [2 - (!/«)! + 4pi (A7/?^  -1) 
3.2.2 Applications of Chi- square test 
1) In analyzing data, there are situations when a researcher may want to 
determine whether or not a distribution of sample data conforms to a 
specific theoretical population (or probability) distribution. 
2) The Chi- square test is designed to be employed with the discrete 
variable, but some times employed to assess goodness of fit for a 
continuous variable. 
3) The Chi- square test is often used since it requires less computation. 
Usage of the Chi- square goodness of fit with small expected 
fi-equencies is discussed by Slakter (1966, 1968), Dahiya (1971), Dahiya 
and Gurland (1972, 1973), and Pahl (1969). Exact tables when all 
E/s = 1 appear in Zahn and Roberts (1971). If the sample is grouped 
according to time of observation instead of numerical value, the usage of 
the test may require some modification (Putter, 1964). Chemoff (1967) 
discusses the adjustment of the degrees of fi-eedom when parameters are 
estimated. The test is further discussed by Molinari (1977) and Hawett 
and Tsutakawa (1972) and compared with other goodness of fit tests by 
Hoist (1972), Cohen and Sackrowitz (1975), and Horn (1977). 
3.2.3 Limitations on the Chi- square test 
Since the Chi- square distribution is only an approximation to the exact 
distribution of the quantity J] («, -e^ /e,, care must be exercised that the 
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Chi- square test is used only when the approximation is usually good. 
Since the approximations are usually satisfactory, provided that the 
e, >5 and k> 5. If k < 5, it is best to have the e, slightly larger than 5. 
if the expected frequency of a cell does not exceed 5, this cell should be 
combined with one or more other cells until the above condition is 
satisfied. 
3.3 Kolmogorov- Smirnov Goodness of fit test 
The Kolmogorov- Smirnov goodness of fit test for a single sample was 
developed by Kolmogorov (1933). Daniel (1990) notes that because of 
the similarity between Kobnogorov's test and goodness of fit test for 
two independent samples developed by Smirnov (1939), the test is 
generally referred to as the Kolmogorov- Smirnov goodness of fit test 
for a single sample. The Kolmogorov- Smirnov goodness of fit test is 
categorized as a test of ordinal data because it requires that a cumulative 
frequency distribution be constructed which requires that scores be 
arranged in order of magnitude. 
Let the data consist of random sample Xi,X^,...JC„ of size n associated 
with some unknown distribution function, denoted by F(x). Let F'(x) 
be a completely specified hypothesized distribution function. We want 
to test 
H,: Fix) = F\x) foralU. 
H,: F{x) .¥= F'(x) for at least one x. 
Let S(x) be the empirical distribution function based on a random 
sample Xi,X^,....X„. The test statistic D„ be defined as 
D„ = Sup\F\x)-Six) 
X 
Reject H„ at a level of significance if the appropriate test statistic Z)„ 
exceeds the 1 - a quantile w,_^  as given. 
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3.3.1 Kolmogorov- Smirnov Computations 
The computation of D„ proceeds in two stages. First D;and D'„ are 
determined as follows: 
D:= Max [07«)-F(X(,))] (3.3.1.1) 
ISiSn 
D ; = Max[(F(X(,))-0-l)//7] (3.3.1.2) 
1^1^ 
Where x^ ,^  is the i'* order statistic from the sample. Then, the K-S test 
statistic is 
D,=Max\D:,D-„\. (3.3.1.3) 
An extensive table of critical values for «<40 and the common 
significance levels is available. Monte Carlo simulation studies by 
Lilliefors (1967, 1969) established critical values for cases (a) and (b), 
Stephens (1970, 1974, 1976) took the analysis a step further and 
developed a modified test statistic for each of the three situations. As the 
table below shows the adjusted £)„ is a function of n, so only one set of 
critical values is necessary per case. Stephens set the critical values at 
the various asymptotes, or limits, of D„ V« as « -> « . 
Case Modified test statistic 
a) Any distribution ^„(«''* +0.12+0.11«-"^) 
All parameters known 
b) Normal distribution ^„(«"^ -0.01+0.85«-"^) 
Parameters unknown 
c) Exponential distribution (Z)„ -0.2«"')(w"^ +0.26+0.5«'"^) 
Parameters unknown 
Stephens procedure involves the following steps: 
1) Generate a random sample of size n from distribution with cdf F{x). 
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2) Compute D„ by the procedure described above. 
3) Repeat steps (1) and (2) 10,000 times. 
4) From the mformation in (3), find the 85**, 90**, 95'*, 97.5'*, and 99'* 
percentiles (P85(/7), P90(«), P95(«), P97.5(«), P99(/7) respectively) 
for£>„. 
5) Complete steps 1-4 for for many sample sizes. 
6) Construct plots of P85(n) vs. «-'''or «"•, P90(n) vs. n'^ '^ or n-\ 
P95(«) vs. n'^'^or «"*, and so on. 
7) "Smooth" the plots in order to establish a functional relationship 
between percentiles and n'*'^ or n~\ 
8) Extrapolate the smoothed plots to obtain asymptotic points which 
serve as critical values. 
3.3.2 Computing confidence interval 
Daniel (1990) describes that tiie confidence interval computed for the 
Kolmogorov- Smimov test statistic is comprised of two sets of limits 
-a set of upper limits and a set of lower limits. The general equation 
for computing the limits which define a confidence at any point along 
the cumulative probability distribution for the sample. 
Where M^^ j represents the tabled critical two tailed M value for a given 
value of n, below which the proportion equal to [l-(a/2)] of the cases 
fall. The upper limit of the confidence interval are computed by adding 
the relevant critical value to each of the values of S(X^)and lower limits 
by subtracting the relevant critical value. 
3.3.3 Modification of the Kolmogorov- Smirnov test for the ErIang-2 
Distribution (Marks N.B. 1998) 
The Kolmogorov- Smimov (K-S) test is associated with the following 
hypothesis, 
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H(,: Data are from a population with cumulative distribution function 
(cdf) Fix). 
H,: Data are not from a population with cdf F{x). 
In order to execute the K-S test, the cumulative relative frequency 
distribution F*(x) is formed from the sample points. In the late sixties 
and early seventies, modifications of D„were developed which 
eliminates the need of extensive table of critical values in the following 
situations: 
a) Any F(x) with all parameters known. 
b) F(x) normal with mean and variance unknown. 
c) F(x) exponential with mean unknown. 
The generality of the methods used leaves open the opportunity for 
adding other distributions to this list. It should be noted that several 
competitors to the K-S statistic have been developed over the years 
notably the Cramer-von Mises ^% the Watson U^, the Anderson-
Darling ^'(all in Stephens(1974)), and the Shapiro- Wilk PT(Shapiro 
and Wilk (1965)). In particular 
^'= i[F(x)-(2i~l)/2ny +a/12n), 
(=1 
and U^ is a modification of this statistic. A^ is a weighted average of the 
squared differences [F(x) - F'{x)f with the weights largest in the tails of 
Fix). Wis based on the comparison of two estimates of cr\ the 
customary S^ and the variance of a least- squares regression relating the 
ordered sample observationsX(,j to F~\x^^^). 
3.3.4 Kolmogorov- Smirnov Test for the Erlang-k probability 
distribution 
The Erlang-A: random variable with shape parameter k and scale 
parameter y5 has probability density function 
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= 0, otherwise. 
andcdf 
F{x)=^\-e-'"^Y.^xipy lj\, x>0 
= 0 ,otherwise 
Of course for the Erlang-2 case, /(x) becomes fi'^xe'"'^ and F(x) is 
The following procedure for establishing critical values and the 
modified Kolmogorov- Smimov statistic for the Erlang-2 distribution is 
based on the outline of Stephens methodology given above. Forty six 
sample sizes from 5 to 200 were used in this work. 
1) Generate a random sample of observations from the Erlang-2 
distribution. 
2) Let p=xl2hQ the maximum likelihood point estimate of y0(needed 
for computation of probabilities); divide each observation by/0; sort the 
sample to obtain X(^^,x^^•^,...,x^^„^', find cumulative probabilities F{x^^). 
3) D„ is computed via equations (3.3.1.1 -3.3.1.3). 
4) Steps 1-3 are executed 10,000 times. 
5) Determine the percentiles (P85(n), P90(«), P95(/t), P97.5(n), 
P99(«)). 
6) Regress each of the percentiles on n"*'^  or «'*.' 
7) Use the results of step 6 to obtain the asymptotic points which serve 
as critical values. 
8) Assume that the form of the adjusted test statistic for case (c) is 
appropriate. That is, through regression analysis and calibration, find the 
parameters a,b, and c in 
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iD„+cn-')(n"^+a+bn-"'). 
Margolin and Maurer (1976) proved that £)„ for case (c) (Exponential 
distribution hypothesized) is independent of the scale parameter/^. Since 
an Erlang-2 random variable is the sum of two exponentials having the 
same scale parameter, by extension the K-S statistic for the case being 
studied herein should be unaffected by the level of /?. 
3.4 Lilliefors Test for Normality 
This test was first presented by Lilliefors (1967). One interesting feature 
of this test is the manner in which the in which the computer was used to 
generate random numbers in order to obtain accurate estimates of the 
true quantiles of the exact distribution of the test statistic. The data 
consists of a random sample JfpA'j,...Jf„. of size n associated with 
some unknown distribution function, denoted by F{x). Compute the 
sample mean 
X=^±X, (3.4.1) 
for use as an estimate of ju and compute 
as an estimate of a-. Then compute the normalized sample values Z,, 
defined by 
Z , = ^ ^ ^ , i = l,2,...,n (3.4.3) 
s 
The test statistic is computed fi-om the Z, 's instead of from the original 
random sample. The hypothesis should be of the form: 
HQ: The random sample has the normal distribution, with unspecified 
mean and variance. 
H,: The distribution function of the X,'5 is non-normal. 
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Ordinarily the test statistic is the usual two sided Kolmogorov test 
statistic, defined as the maximum vertical distance between the 
empirical distribution function of X^'sand the normal distribution 
function with meanX and standard deviation s, as given in (3.4.1) and 
(3.4.2). Draw the graph of the standard normal function and call it 
F\X). Also draw the graph of the empirical distribution function of the 
normalized sample, the Z '^s defined by (3.4.3) using the same set of 
coordinates as just used for F*(x). Therefore, the Lilliefors test statistic 
7, is defined by 
r, = SUP\F\X)-S(X)\ (3.4.4) 
X 
The difference between r, and the Kolmogorov test statistic is that the 
empirical distribution function S(x)'m (3.4.4) was from the normalized 
sample, while S'(x)in the Kolmogorov test was based on the original 
unadjusted observations. 
Reject Ho at the approximate level of significances if r, exceeds the 1-
a quantile. A parametric confidence band for normal distributions was 
derived by Srinivasan and Wharton (1973). Other related papers are by 
Kanofsky and Srinavasan (1972) and Dyer (1974). 
3.5 Lilliefors Test for Exponentiality 
Another modification of the Kolmogorov test was presented by 
Lilliefors in (1969). It tests the hypothesis that the parent distribution 
function is the exponential distribution F(x)= l-e'"', 0 <x, where t is 
an unspecified parameter that must be estimated from the data. Although 
Lilliefors obtained approximate critical values using random numbers, 
the exact distribution of the test statistic was subsequently obtained by 
Durbin (1975) and Margolin and Maurer (1976). 
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The exponential distribution is used to describe the length of time 
between consecutive "events" when the events occur randomly in time, 
according to a popular theory. Let Z,,Zj,...,X„of size « associated with 
some unknown distribution function, denoted by F{x). compute the 
sample mean for use an estimate of the unknown parameter. Compute 
Z,, defined by 
X 
for use in computing the test statistic. The hypothesis is that 
Ho: The random sample has the exponential distribution 
[O, x<0 
where / is an unknown parameter. 
H,: The distribution of X is not exponential. 
First, the empirical distribution function ^(x)based on Z^Zj^,...Z„ is 
plotted on a graph. On the same graph the function F'(x)=l-e'^ is 
plotted for x>0; 
Actually, only values at n points need to be determined, the points being 
at X = Zi,x = Zj and so on. The maximum vertical distance between the 
two functions 
T, =SUP\F\x)-Six)\ 
is the test statistic. Although this is only the two-sided version of the 
test, one- sided versions are presented by Durbin (1975). 
Reject Ho at the level of significance a if T^ exceeds the I-a quantile. 
Statistical inference under progressive censoring has received the 
attention of many authors. Cohen (1963), Mann (1971) and Lemon 
(1975) have early worked on estimation under progressive censoring. 
Viveros and Balakrishnan (1994) considerd the interval estimation of 
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parameters of life distributions using the conditional approach. 
Balakrishnan and Lin (2002) obtained the exact interval estimation for 
the exponential distribution based on doubly type-II and progressively 
type-II censored samples. Balakrishnan et al. (2003) discussed point and 
interval estimation of the Gaussian distribution based on progressively 
type-II censored samples. Balakrishnan et al. (2004) considerd inference 
for the extreme value distribution under progressive type-II censoring. 
Fernandez (2004) discussed estimation of exponential parameters with 
general type-II progressive censoring. Balakrishnan et al. (2002) 
proposed a goodness of fit test for the exponential distribution when the 
available sample is progressively type-II censored. Bingxing Wang 
(2008) uses the goodness of fit test for the exponential distribution based 
on progressively type-II censored sample. 
Suppose that « units are placed on a life test. Prior to the experiment, a 
number m{<ri) is fixed and the censoring scheme (/?,,i?j,...,/?„) 
with Rj > 0 and 
m 
^Rj+m=n is specified. At the failure time X^'^:„''^, iJ, units are 
randomly removed fi*om the remaining n-l surviving units. At the 
second failure time X^^;,-"-, Rj^ units are randomly removed fi"om the 
remaining «-2-J?iUnits. The test continues until the mth failure time 
X^;„f'. At this time all the remaining R^ units are removed. The 
observed life times X^^'^.f-, X^^f",..., X^;f"are the progressively 
type-II right censored sample. If R^ =i?j =... = R^ ^ =0, then R„=n-m, 
which corresponds to the conventional type-II right censoring scheme. 
Let the lifetimes of the units have an exponential distribution with pdf 
/(x) =iexp(-^), x>0 (3.5.1) 
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and with cdf 
F(x) = l-exp(--), x>0 0 
where 6 is the unknown parameter. 
We would like to test whether the observed progressively type-II right 
censored sample comes from an exponential distribution with pdf 
(3.5.1). In other words, we want to test the hypothesis 
Ho: X=Exp(0) 
agamst H^: xt^ExpiO). (3.5.2) 
Let 
Si=n Xi'^~'', 
S,=(n-R,-DiXtf"-Xtf"l 
S,={n-R,-R,-2){Xtf'-Xtf'\ 
S. =f«-2;^, -'" + ll i^^^' -X^^; ). (3.5.3) 
V '=1 J 
If the life time distribution is exponential, Si,S^,...,S„ are all 
independent and identically distributed as exponential with scale 
parameter^. The test statistic proposed by Balakrishnan et al. (2002) is 
m - l 
T ;=1 
im-\)Y,S, 
1=1 
1 :^' .yi+^,+. . . + ^ , 
m-\ttS^+S,+... + S, 
'2 
Small and large values of T lead to the rejection of H^ 
We propose the test statistic given by 
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m-\ s,+s,+...+s. 
The test statistic is clearly scale invariant, with small and large 
values ofz^ 
leading to the rejection of H^. it is important to mention here that the 
test statistic2'Mn equation (3.5.4) is a generalization of a test proposed 
by lEC 605-6 (1986) to the case when the available sample is type-II 
censored. Let 
5,+5,+... + 5, 
^j =lh-^ TT' y = U,...,m-l. 
' s,+s,+...+s„ 
Then, we know from Balakrishnan et al. (2002) that the joint 
distribution of Z,,Zj,..,,Z„_, is same as the joint distribution of the 
(m-1) order statistics (say,i7(,),C/(2),,.,,t/(„_i)) obtained from the random 
sample of size (w-l) from the uniform (0, 1) distribution (say, 
t/j, t/j,..., C/„_,). Hence we have 
m-l d w - l 4 m-l 
X' =22;(-logZ,) = 22(-logf/(o) = Z(-21og^,) 
/=1 /=! 1=1 
Therefore, the null distribution of the test statistic ;jf Ms the;^^-
distribution with 2m-2 degrees of freedom. The power fimction of the 
test is given by 
P{x'>xli2{2m-2)IH,) + P{x' <zLn(2m-2)/H,). 
Where ;ir^ (v)is the upper or critical value of the ^ "^-distribution withv 
degrees of freedom. 
3.6 Two Parameter Exponential distribution 
We also consider a test for the two parameter exponential distribution 
with pdf 
fix) =-exp 
(7 
^ X-n 
'~e~. 
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x> n 
Where the scale 0>O, and the location ju are unknown parameters. In 
this case, let 
5;=5„ (i = 2,3,...,m), (3.6.1) 
Where S^'sare defined in equation (3.5.3). Once again, Sl,Sl,...,Sl are 
all independent and identically distributed as exponential with scale 
parameter0. Since Sl involves the unknown parameter//, the test 
statistic;jr^  proposed in equation (3.5.4) may be modified as 
/=2 Sj+Sj +... + Sj 
The null distribution of ;ir.Ms ;^^(2/n-4). Small and large values 
of ;j:'^  indicate that the null hypothesis H^ is not accepted. 
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Chapter IV 
TWO SAMPLE PROBLEMS 
4.1 Introduction 
Consider a universe consisting of two populations X and Y with 
cumulative distribution functions (cdf s) denoted by F^ and Fy 
respectively. The hypothesis of mterest in the two sample problem is 
that the two samples are drawn from identical population i,e., 
H,: F^{x) = F^{x) for all x 
The two sample situation is perhaps the most frequently discussed 
problem within the realm of non parametric statistics. The available 
statistical literature on the two sample problem is quite extensive. A 
multitude of the tests have been proposed for a variety of fimctional 
alternatives. 
In section 4.2, Mann-Whitney U-test has been discussed. Section 4.3 is 
devoted to Signed rank test and section 4.4 is devoted to Wald-
Wolfowitz run test. All these tests have been designed for two sample 
problems, but Wald- Wolfowitz run test may also be used to test the 
randomness of a sample. In section 4.5 various te§its^s^ye" b<9ea,^ ^ 
composed for their power. 'v. \ 
4.2 Mann-Whitney U- test 
The Mann-whitney test was first introduced for the case n = m by 
Wilcoxon (1945). Wilcoxon's test was extended to the case of unequal 
sample sizes by White (1952) and Vander Reyden (1952). A test 
equivalent to Wilcoxon's was also independently developed and 
introduced by Festinger (1946). Mann and Whitney (1947) seems to be 
the first to consider unequal sample sizes and to furnish suitable tables. 
The modification of the Mann-Whitney test to examine differences in 
dispersion or variance or scale was introduced by Siegel and Tukey in 
1960, is similar in principle to an earlier test devised by Freund and 
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Ansari (1957). The relationship between the two tests is described on 
page 126 of Hajek and Sidak (1967). 
Let ;sri,Zj,...,X„and y,,yj,...,r„be two samples drawn from continuous 
distribution, so that the possibility JT, =Yj for some (/,;) need not be 
considered. If we define 
(1 ifYj<X, for alii ^\,2,X:.,m 
«' jo ifYj>X, y = 1,2,3,....,'" ^ ' ' ^ 
a symbolic representation of the Mann-whitney U -statistic is 
U = tt^, (4.2.2) 
(=1 y=i 
The logical rejection region for the one sided alternative that the X's are 
stochsistically smaller than the Ts. 
H1: Fy (x) < Fy (x) for some x 
would clearly be small values of U. The test criterion can be shown by 
investigating the convergence of — to a certain parameter, where H„ 
mn 
can be written as a statement concerning the values of that parameter. 
We define 
Q = P(Y<X) = ] ]fy(.y)fAx) dxdy 
—OO —00 
00 
= 1 Fy ix)fAx) dx (4.2.3) 
- 0 0 
If H„: Fy (x) = F^(x) for all x is true, then 
00 
Q= j FAX)fAx)dx = 1/2 (4.2.4) 
- 0 0 
and if H, is true, P < V2 for all x and P < V2 for some x. Therefore, the 
hypothesis of identical distributions has been Ho: Q = V2, then the mn 
random variables defined in (4.2.1) are Bernoulli variables, with 
moments 
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E(Dy) = E{Dl) = e and Var(^D) = Q(l-Q) (4.2.5) 
We note that these random variables are not independent, whenever the 
X subscripts or the Y subscripts are common, so that 
Cov(Dy,Df^) = 0 for i^h and j'^k 
^Z m,D,) = Q,-Q\,, ^'liD,,D^) = Q,-Q^ (4.2.6) 
with additional parameters 
Q,=iYj<X,nY,<X,) 
00 Xi y. 
= J I J fy(yj)My,.)fx(x,)dyjdy,dx, 
—00 —OO —OO 
00 Jt, y, 
+ 111 Myi)fAyk)fxi.Xi)dyjdy,dx, 
—00 —00 —00 
= \[Fr{x)\'f,{x)dx 
- 0 0 
and Q, ={X,>Yj(\X,>Yj)= \l-Fy{x)ff,{y)dy 
- 0 0 
Since in (4.2.2), U is defined as a linear combination of these mn 
random variables, the mean and variance of U are 
VariU) = f^t^VariDy) + f^"^ '£CoviD,,DJ+ 
i=\ J=l i=llij*k£n 
tY.i:Cov{Dy,D,) + YL i:i:Cov{Dy,D,,) (4.2.7) 
Now substitute (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) in (4.2.7) we get, 
VariU) = mnQil -Q) + mn{n - l ) ( a -Q') + mn{m - \){Q, -Q') 
= mn[Q-Q\N-l) + (n-l)Q,+(m-l)Q,] 
Since E(U/mn) = Q and Var(U/mn) -> 0 as w,n -^oo, 
Ufmn is consistent estimator of Q. 
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For large m and n, the test statistic is 
^ _ U-E(U) 
Here E(U) = mn/2 and VariU) = ^^^^"^^^ 
TT, r- V _ U-imn/2) 
Therefore, Z = - = = ^ = = 4 , 
)l 12 
whose distribution is approximately standard normal. 
A consistent test for difference in locations between two bivariate 
population is proposed by Sen, K. and Mathur, S. K. (2000), the test is 
similar as the Marm-whitney test and depends on the exceedances of 
slopes of the two samples where slope for each sample observation is 
computed by taking the observed of the test has been compared with 
those of various existing tests by simulation. The proposed test statistic 
is compared with Mardia's (1967) test statistics, Peters-Randies (1991) 
test statistic, Wilcoxon's rank sum test statistic and Hotelling's T^ test 
statistic using Monte carlo technique. 
Let (x,;,>'i;),/ = l,2,...,/n, and (x2j,y2j),J = h'2,...,m be two independent 
random samples from continuous bivariate populations with cumulative 
distribution functions (cdf s) F(x,y) and Hix,y) respectively. We wish 
to test 
H„: F(x,y)=^ H(x,y) 
against 
H,: F(x,y)=H(x+S„y+S,) 
where S= (Si.S^) 9^(0,0). 
Some of the non parametric procedures available for the said location 
problem are as follows. Projections of standardized vectors, projected on 
the unit circle for finding the centre of gravity fi-om the hypothesized 
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centre were used by Blumen (1958). Blumen's statistic is proportional to 
the squared distance of the centre of gravity of hypothesized centre. 
Bennett (1962) proposed a multivariate sign test, Chatter] ee and Sen 
(1964) extended the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney rank sum test and 
Mood's median test for the univariate two sample location problem to 
the case of two variables following a conditional approach. Generalized 
multivariate median of Oja (1983) was used by Brown-Hettmansperger 
(1987) to define a multivariate notion of quantile or rank and to define a 
measure of scatter of multivariate linear models and then this is applied 
to one and two sample bivariate location models which yield affine-
invariant analogs of the Wilcoxon rank sum and signed rank test. A 
distribution fi*ee test based on interdirections, was proposed by Randies 
(1989). Peters- Randies (1990) suggested an affine-invariant signed rank 
test for the one sample multivariate location problem. A multivariate 
affine-inyariant family of rank tests for the two sample location problem 
was proposed by Randies-Peters (1990). Recently, the authors Sen, K. 
and Mathur, S.K. (1997a) proposed an affine- mvariant signed rank test 
for difference in locations between two symmetric bivariate populations. 
4.3 SIGNED RANK TEST 
Let(x,,, ji;),/ = 1,2,...,«, and (x^j,y^j),j = 1,2,...,m be a two independent 
random samples fi-om bivariate populations with cumulative distribution 
functions (cdfs) F {x,y) and H(x,y) respectively. We wish to test 
Ho: Fix,y)= H(x,y) 
Let my= - ^ , i = l,2,...,n and /Wj^ = -^, j = l,2,...,m 
Xij X^j 
Blumen (1958) has effectively used the slope M = y/x in defining test 
statistic. The slopes of the vectors fi-om the bivariate median to the « 
sample points are ordered and Oj = ±1 according as the vector 
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corresponding to the jth slope is above or below horizontal line through 
the median. The bivariate test is then defined as V^ = 2(V^^ + F/) / n, where 
F,= Y,^fos{njln), F,= Y^ajSin{7t jIn), and sum is over the integers 
7=l,2,...,n. Mann and Whitney (1947) based their univariate two 
sample test statistic on the idea that the particular pattern exhibited when 
nX random variables and mY random variables are arranged together in 
increasing order of magnitude provide information about the 
relationship between their populations. The Mann-Whitney criterion is 
based on the magnitudes of Ts in relation to the X's that is, the 
positions of Ts in the combined ordered sequence. Recently, the 
author's (Sen, K., Mathur, S.K. 1996) proposed a sign rank test for two 
sample location problem for univariate populations where slopes 
m = — have been effectively used in defining the test statistic. 
We define the proposed test statistic U as 
m n 
where 
f 1, m , , < m.j 
^'^^^ 0 m >m / = U,. . . ,«,y = l,2,...,m 
Under H^, we expect 
For very small or very large values of [/, Ho is rejected. 
We denote the probability density function (pdf) of mj and m^ by /(WJ,) 
and him^) respectively and corresponding cdf for /«, and w b^y F(/w,) 
and H(mj^) respectively. 
We define 
P = P(m^ </w,) 
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<» m l 
— 0 0 - 0 0 
CO 
= JH(m,)f(m,) dm, 
—00 
If Ho is true then 
H(mi) = F(m,) for all niiand m^. 
Thus, under H , 
00 
P= j F ( m i ) / K ) J m , = l / 2 
-« 
Define 
Pi = PUm^j < /w„)n(w„ < w,,)] 
= j j jhimjj)h(m^^)f{mi,)dmydmj^dmi, 
00 m,, /"ly 
J J \Km2k)Kmij)f{m,t)dmi^ dm^j dm,, 
"-OO~O0 —00 
00 / « ! ( 
= J \H{m,,)h(m,,)f{m,,)dm 
—00 —CO 
J iHimy)h(my)f(mi,)dm2j dm,, 
= "f [H(m,)]^ % [H(in,)]^ 
J ;; J\jnu)dmit + I f{mi,)dm,i 
- « - ^ - 0 0 • ^ 
00 
= \{H(m,,)\'f{m,,)dm, 
- 0 0 
/^ 2 =-P[K, > ' " 2 y ) n K , >/W2;)] 
00 00 00 
^ \ \ lf("^v)f(^ir)Kmii)dm,,dm,^dmij + 
-<x>m2j mir 
OO 00 00 
/ / / / ( ' " i r ) / ( ' " ! , )^( '"2> ) ^ ' " i r ^ ' " l / ^^l 
-<x>m2j mlt 
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]][l-F{m,)fKm,)dm, 
-xm2J 
n m 
n m n m 
Var(U) = 2X£(Z) , ) + 2 1 ZCov{D,,D,)+'^j:j:CoviD,j,D,) + 
= mnp(X -p) + mn(m -1)(/?, - /?^) + /w«(« - l)(/7j - p^) 
= mn{p-p^{N-l) + im-\)Pi+{n-\)pj), N = m + n 
Moreover 
E(U/mn) = mn/2 and Var(Ulmn) ->0 as w,/i ^oo, (///M« is 
consistent estimator for /?. 
Under Ho, /7,=l/3 = /^ ^ and p = \l2 . 
We have 
E(U/Ho) = mn/2, Var(JUIH^) = ^"^^"^^^ 
The large sample test statistic then is 
Z = 
U-"^ 
mn(N + l) 
V 12 
Where Z is asymptotically Standard Normal. 
4.4 Wald -Wolfowitz Run test 
Suppose x,,x2,...,jc„^ is an ordered sample from a population with density 
/,(.)and let yi,y2,.-.,y„^ be independent ordered sample from another 
population with density f^Q. We want to test if the samples have been 
drawn from the same population or from populations with the same 
density functions i.e., if /,(.) = f^(.). 
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Let us combine the two samples and arrange the observations in order of 
magnitude to give the combined ordered sample as (say) 
^1^2:)',>'z:>'3^3>'4^4^5>'5 • • • C^'^-1) 
In order to test the null hypothesis H,,: fi{.) = fj(.) i.e., the samples have 
come from the same population, we count the number of runs U in the 
combined ordered sample. 
Null hypothesis is rejected if U<u^, where the value of «„ for given 
level of significance is determined from considering the distribution of 
U under Ho. 
First of all let us find the probability of obtaining a specific arrangement 
(4.4.1) under Ho:/,(.) = /,(.) = /(.), (say). 
If X's and Y's are transformed to U's and V's by the relation 
t/, = \fiz) dz, V, = }/(z) dz 
- 0 0 - 0 0 
then the joint pdf of U's and V's becomes 
g(M,,Mj,...,M„,v,,V2,...,v„) = n,!wj! (4.4.2) 
The probability of an arrangement (4.4.1) is obtained on integrating 
(4.4.2) over the region defined by 
0 < « , < Mj < V, < Vj < V3 < ttj < V4 . . . < 1 
i.e., integrating MJ over Oto MJJ then MJ over Oto v, and so on. The 
value of the integral will, on simplification, come out to be 
«,!«2! 1 
(« ,+«2)! 
^n, +n^ 
Since there are exactly * ^ arrangements of «, x's and n, v'5, it 
follows that all the arrangements of x's and y's are equally likely. 
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Since under Ho all the arrangements of Wj x's and n^ y's are 
equally likely to obtain the distribution of U under Ho, it is necessary to 
count all the arrangements with exactly '«' runs. Let us take the case of 
even number of runs, i.e., u = 2k.ln this case we should have k runs of 
x's and k runs of y's. 
w, x's will give A: runs if they are separated by (k-1) vertical bars in 
distinct spaces between the x's. In other words, (k -1) spaces are to 
come out of the total number of («i -1) spaces between the «, x's and 
this can happen in ways. Hence k runs of x's can be obtained in 
k-1 ways. Similarly, k runs of y's can be obtained in k-l ways. 
The same result holds if the sequence of runs in (4.4.1) starts with x or 
with>'. Since a sequence of type (4.4.1) may start with x or y,wQ get 
PiU = 2k) = 
\ -1 
k-\ 
n, -1 
k-\ 
^n^ +n2^ 
n, 1 ; 
If the number of runs m (4.4.1) is odd, i.e., u = 2k + l, then we should 
have either (i) (k + 1) runs of x and k runs of y or (ii) k runs of x and 
{k +1) runs of y. Hence 
S-iY«2-iVr«i-iY 
P(U = 2k + l) = k-1 k-1 
Mj - 1 
Hence, the distribution of U under Ho is given by 
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P(lJ = 2k) = K x J \ 1^ ^ J , and 
P{TU = lk + \) = k k-1 k-l ^ k . 
V «i J 
(4.4.3) 
If the probability of type I error is fixed as a, then «„ is determined 
fi-om the equation 
2 ; W = « (4.4.4) 
where h(u) is the probability function of U given by (4.4.3). Calculation 
of Mo fi*owi (4.4.4) is quite tedious and cumbersome unless «, and n, are 
large in which case under Hj, C/ is asymptotically normal with 
E(U) = 
Var(U) _ 2«,nj 
+ 1 
( 2 « , « 2 • 
(« ,+Wj)^(n, 
- « , -
+ «2 
• « 2 ) 
-1) 
and we can use the Normal test 
Z = ~ ^ -^  ~ JV(0,1), asymptotically. 
7Far(i7) 
This approximation is fairly good if each of «, and «j is greater than 10. 
Since the alternative hypothesis is " too few runs", the test is ordinary 
one tailed with only negative values leading to rejection of H^. 
4.5 COMPARISON OF VARIOUS TESTS 
In this section, we compare the powers of the proposed test (U), 
Hoteliing's r'test (T'), Mardia's (1967) test (A/), Wilcoxon's rank sum 
test (WSR) and Peters-Randies (1991) test (P-R) using Monte Carlo 
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technique. We take the two sample Wilcoxon's rank sum test statistic as 
used by Peters-Randies (1991). 
f^x-S) = k\^ 1'^  exp[(-(jr-^),2; -\X -S)lcr] 
, , vr(2/v) , _ 2r(i/v) 
where k ^—— and c = —^—-
2nT\\lv) r(2/v) 
For p- dimensional Pearson type II (light tailed) distributions, the 
density function used here is 
with (x-
-/^)'S 
j \ * ) -
-'{x~ti)< 
Parameters // and J ] arc 
E(x) = 
p 
r(w + l);r* 
1. 
; defined as 
//, Cov(x) = 
2m + p + 2 -^ 
Here we choose m = 4. For heavy tailed Pearson type VII distribution, 
the density function is 
r(v/2)(;rv)^ 
with V > 0. where // is the mean and J] is the covariance matrix of the 
distribution. Here we choose v = 0.5. 
Another non-parametric bivarite test for two sample location problem 
was given by Mathur, S.K. (2008). Let (xi,,yu), i = i,...,n and 
(^2j'yij)-> j = h---,fn be a two independent random samples from 
bivariate populations with cumulative distribution functions (cdf s) 
F{x,y) and H{x,y) respectively. We wish to test 
U,:Fix,y) = Hix,y), 
Let Dl = Xl + Y,], i = 1,2,...,« and Dl = X^ + Y^, / = U,...,m. 
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We define the proposed test statistic U as the number of times a Dl 
precedes a Dl/m the combined ordered arrangement. Symbolically, we 
can define the proposed test statistic as 
m n 
where 
1, Dl >Dl W.. = 
ij J J i = \X-,n;j = 1,2,..., m. [0, Dl <Dl 
Under H^, we expect 
P[Wy=l] = l/2 = IWy=0]. 
We denote the probability density function (pdf) of Dl b y / (c/,), Dlj 
b y / (f/j), and corresponding cdf s by F{d^) and F(^j). 
We define 
P = p(Dl>Dl) 
= j | / (^2)/( '^.)^2^, 
0 0 
If Hjis true, then 
P = l/2 
Define, for any choice of i,J,k 
P,=P[(Wy>0)n(W^>0) 
= ]nx)]ny)dy]f(z)dzdx 
0 0 0 
00 00 00 
= jnx)jf{y)dyjf(z)dzdx 
E{U)=YY,E{W,.)=mnp, 
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( = 1 ; = 1 1=1 l£J*kim y=l lij*rim 
= wnp(l-/>) + /»«(;«-l)(pi -p^) + rnn{n-1)(/»2 -P^) 
= mw[p-p^(iV-l) + (m-l)/7,+(«-l)/7j], N = m + n 
we find that 
E(U/mn) = p and \ai(U/mn)->Oas m,n-> oo, UImn 
is consistent estimator for p. Under H^, p, = l /3 = /?2 andp = 1/2. We 
have 
E(U/Hf,)=mn/2. Thus the null hypothesis that F(JC,>;) = //(J:,>') against 
the alternative hypothesis F{x,y) = H(x+Si,y+S2)'wi\\ be rejected at a 
level of significance if the calculated value of U exceeds the critical 
value of U obtained by using permutation technique. 
An Important Theorem 
Statement: Suppose that «/ A'^  -> r e (0,1). Then 
a{d) 
where u{S) =p,(Dy >0) =]f(dy)ddy (4.5.2) 
0 
a\S)=-wai(U) (4.5.3) 
r 
And D,j=Dl-Dl 
Under the condition that F^ is continuous, the mean and variance under 
null hypothesis is given by M(0) = l/2and a\0) = l/4r, then the 
asymptotic power function of the test yields, 
TT, (S) = P, (ViV)(c7 - M(0) > Z,_„cr(0)) 
= Ps {.4N)(JJ - u{5) > Z,.„c7(0) - yfN(u(S) - w(0))) 
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= p. 
4Nqj - uiS)\ ^  Z^) - ^(u(S) - um 
\ (T{S) aiS) 
= 1-0 Zi-a-
= 1-0 2 , - . -
yfN(u(S)-u(0)) 
CT{S) 
o-(O) 
T\ 
+ 0(1) 
Proof: 
The test statistic is 
U = i±I{D,>0} 
,= I 7=1 
Let U = U/mn. Then, U is a two sample statistic with the kernel 
<p(D) =I{D > 0}. By the two sample U- statistic theorem, 
nm /=! y=l 
this leads the asymptotic normality (4.5.1) with u(S), o-^ (<?)defined in 
(4.5.2) and (4.5.3) respectively. 
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Chapter V 
MEASURES OF ASSOCIATION FOR BIVARIATE 
SAMPLES 
5.1 Introduction 
Measures of correlation or association are not inferential statistical tests, 
but are instead, descriptive statistical measures which represent the 
degree of relationship between two or more variables. If X and Y ate 
two random variables with a bivariate probability distribution, their 
covariance, in certain sense, reflects the direction and amount of 
association or correspondence between the variables. The covariance is 
large and positive, if there is a high probability that large (small) values 
of X are associated with a large (small) values of F. On the other hand, 
if the correspondence is inverse so that large (small) values of X 
generally occur in conjunction with small (large) values of 7, their 
covariance is large and negative. This comparative type of association is 
referred to as concordance or agreement. 
We define a "good" relative measure of association as one which 
satisfies the following criteria: 
1) For any two mdependent pairs {X^,Y^) and {X^J^) of random 
variables which follow this bivariate distribution, the measure will be 
equal to +1, of the relationship is direct and perfect in the sense that 
X, < Xj whenever >^  < Fy. This relation will be referred to as a perfect 
concordance (agreement). 
2) For any two independent pairs, the measure will be equal to -1, of the 
relationship is indirect and perfect i.e. if X, <A'ywhenever Y^ >Y^ or 
X, > X^ whenever Y, < Yj .This relationship will be referred to as perfect 
discordance (disagreement). 
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3) If neither criterion (1) nor criterion (2) is true for all pairs, the 
measure will lie between the two extremes -1 and +1, 
4) The measures will be equal to zero if X and Y are independent. 
5) The measure for X and Y will be the same as for Y andX , or -X 
and-y ,o r -y and-A'. 
6) The measure for -X and 7 ox X and - 7 will be negative of the 
measure of A' and/. 
7) The measure should be invariant under all transformations of X and 
Y for which order or magnitude is preserved. 
This last criterion seems especially desirable in non parametric statistics, 
as in order to be distribution free, inferences must usually be determined 
by relative magnitudes as opposed to absolute magnitudes of the 
variables under study. Since probabilities of events involving only 
inequality relations between random variables are invariant under all 
order preserving transformations, a measure of association which is a 
function of the probabilities of concordance and discordance will satisfy 
the seventh criteria. Perfect direct and indirect association between X 
and Y are reflected by perfect concordance and perfect discordance 
respectively. Thus an appropriate combination of these probabilities will 
provide a measure of association which will satisfy all the seven criteria. 
Kachigan (1986, P.239) described the general term regression analysis 
within the frame work of computing correlation coefficient. Conover 
(1980, 1999) provides bibliography on the general subject of monotonic 
regression analysis, describes its application in deriving a curve for a set 
of rank ordered data. Marascuilo and McSweeney (1977) and Sprent 
(1989, 1993) also discuss the subject of monotonic regression analysis. 
Daniel (1990) discusses a number of different approaches to non 
parametric regression analysis, which derive the straight line that best 
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describes the relationship between the interval / ratio scores on the two 
variables. Daniel (1990) also of non parametric regression analysis. 
In section 5.2 and 5.3, well known coefficients of correlation proposed 
by Spearman and Kendall have been discussed. In section 5.4 the 
concept of concordance/discordance has been presented and inter 
relation among Spearman's rho, Kendall's tau and the coefficient based 
on concordance/discordance has been discussed. Section 5.5 is devoted 
to the comparative study of the tests proposed by Kendall, Jonckheere 
andXerpstra. 
5.2 Spearman's Co-efficient of rank correlation 
Developed by Spearman (1904), Spearman's rank-order correlation 
coefficient is a bivariate measure of correlation association which is 
employed with ranked order data. In point of fact, spearman's rank-
order correlation coefficient is a special case of the Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient. In computing Spearman's rank-order 
correlation coefficient, one of the following is true with regard to the 
rank-order data that are evaluated. 
a) The data for both variables are in rank-order format, since is it the 
only format for which data is available. 
b) The original data are in rank-order format for one variable and in an 
interval/ ratio format for the second variable. 
c) The data for both variables have been transformed into a rank-order 
format from an interval/ ratio format. 
Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficient determines the degree to 
which a monotonic relationship exists between two variables. A 
monotonic relationship can be described as monotonic increasing (which 
is associated with a positive correlation) or monotonic decreasing 
(which is associated with a negative correlation). 
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A random sample of n pairs {X.J,), {X^,Y^),...,{X„,Y„) is drawn from 
a bivariate population with Pearson product moment correlation 
coefficient P. The estimate commonly used for P is the sample 
correlation coefficient defined as 
R = (•1 
^,-xl 
\ 
Yi-Y\ 
(5.2.1) 
,11 /2 
IV"-'] IV'-' 
The sampling distribution of R depends upon the form of the bivariate 
population from which the sample of pairs is drawn. 
Suppose the X observations are ranked from smallest to largest using 
the integers 1,2,...,n, and the Y observations are ranked separately using 
the same ranking scheme. If the marginal distributions of X and Y are 
assumed continous, unique set of ranking exists. The data then consists 
of n sets of paired ranks from which R as defined in (5.2.1) can be 
calculated. The resulting statistic is then called Spearman's coefficient 
of rank correlation. It measures the degree of correspondence between 
ranking, instead of between actual variate values, but it can still be 
considered a measure of association between the samples and an 
estimate of the association between Zand Fin the continous bivariate 
population. 
Denoting the respective ranks of the random variables in the samples by 
i?, = rank {X,) and 5, = rank {Y,) 
The derived sample observations of n pairs are 
iry,S,),{r„S,),...,{r„,S„) 
(r,,5,) = l,2,...,n,for / = l,2,...,n. 
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Also 
/=1 1=1 i » l •^ •* i l 
>2 i(.-fi(.-f|:(.-^r==!^ 
Substituting these constants in (5.2.1) we get, 
(5.2.2) 
12 2] \Ri-R 
n _ i=l \ ._ 
Si-S 
(5.2.3) 
12 
Or 
Or 
R = 
J] RiSi-l/4xn{n + if 
12 y RiSi . . 
^_ p 3(n + l) 
«(n'-lj «- l 
Another useful form of i? is in terms of differences 
Di = Ri - Si = [RI - j)- (s, - s) 
Substituting (5.2.2) in the expression 
t De=± (Ri-Rf+± (si-sJ-2± {Ri-tisi-s) 
1=1 1=1 /=i 1=1 
and using the result in (5.2.3), we get, the most common form of the 
Spearmans coefficient of rank correlation as: 
5.3 Kendall's tau 
Kendall's tau is one of a number of measures of correlation or 
association. Developed by Kendall (1938), tau is a bivariate measure of 
correlation/ association that is employed with ranked-order data. 
Kendall's tau measures the degree of agreement between two sets of 
ranks with respect to the relative ordering of all possible pairs of objects. 
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Let us consider two independent pairs of variables iU^,Z^) and (0^,2^), 
both distributed according to the bivariate distribution. Let n^ be the 
probability that (f/j.Zj) is concordant with (t/,,Z,), that is, both U^ond 
Zj are greater (or smaller) thanC/j andZj respectively. 
7tc= PiUi <U^andZi <Zi) + P{Ui >UiandZ^ >Zj) 
= i>[(t/,-C/,)(Z,-Z,)>0]. 
while Tie can be used as a measure of association, it has the disadvantage 
of asymmetry. We consider therefore in addition the probability of 
discordance; 
7ld= P(Ui <U^andZ^ >Zj) + P(Uy^ yXJ^andZ^ <Z^) 
= />[((/,-t/,)(Z,-Z,)<0]. 
A symmetric measure of association is given by 
x = 7rc-7td. (5.3.1) 
If the marginal distributions of U and Z are continuous, 
•rtc+7td= 1 and 
T = 27tc-l = l-2 7td. (5.3.2) 
If IJ and Z are independent variables. 
Tic = /'(C/, -U^>0)P(Z, -Zj >0) + P{U^ -C/j <0)/'(Z, -Zj <0) 
= PCf/, - LTj < 0)P(Z, - Zj > 0) + P(C/, - C/j > 0)P(Z, - Zj < 0) = TCd and 
T = 0. 
5.3.1 An unbiased estimate oft and the statistic S 
If the population distribution is unknown, we may then want to estimate 
T on the basis of random sample («,,Zi),..., (MJV,ZJV) . 
For l<h<k<N, consider the variables 
^hJc = -^ gwC"/, - "*) Sgn{z^ - z^) 
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That take the values +1, -1, or 0 depending on whether the pairs of 
observations (w^ ,, ^Jand (u^, z j are concordant, discordant, neither. The 
variables u^,^ have expected value Ttc- 7td= x, suggesting the statistic 
/ = Y X ^ / ^ = - 7 ^ (5.3.1.1) 
2) h uXx "^ N(N-\) 
as an unbiased estimate of x, where 
h<k h<k 
is a statistic. The estimate / of x is not only unbiased but also consistent. 
5.4 Average spearman's rho, concordance, and the matching 
problem 
Average Spearman's rho, concordance, and the matching problem, some 
relationships was given by Rae, G. and Spencer, J.E. (1991). 
Kendall's (1970) coefficient of concordance, w, is frequently used to 
measure the average agreement among a set of rank orders of n objects 
given by k judges. It is a simple function of the average Spearmen rank-
order correlation coefficients among alU(A:-l)/2 distinct pairs of 
judges. If one of the k judges provides a set of criterion ranking, then 
an appropriate measure of agreement is the average value of the 
Spearman rank correlation between each of the k-\ independent 
ranking and the criterion ranking (Lyerly 1952). 
Another possible approach is via the extent of agreement as the which 
object should be first, second and soon, that is via the number of 
matches (M). 
Despite the fact that Spearmen's correlation has been widely used since 
its inception and that the matching problem has been thoroughly 
analyzed, (Feller 1957, pp. 90, David 1962, chap. 14), the two ideas have 
not been integrated except for a special care examined by Barton and 
David (1956). Barton and David (1956), demonstrated that, in the 
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special case where there are only two sets of ranking, the there 
were M = m matches, was (m -1) /(« -1). 
For k >2, there are several ways in which a match could be defined 
(David and Barton 1962, pp.208), but only two are considered here. 
1) Pair wise definition: Each of the A;(A;-1)/2 possible pairs of judges is 
considered and a match occurs each time a pair of judges assigns the 
same rank to an object. 
2) Target definition and suppose that the first judge provides a set of 
criterion ranking, this set is compared with the ranking of each other 
judge one by one, and a match occurs if and only if another judge 
assigns the same rank to an object as the first judge. 
5.4.1 Expectations of average rho, conditioned on the number of 
matches 
(i) Target definition: 
Suppose p denotes the average Spearman rank correlation between the 
(k-l) independent rankings and the criterion ranking. Denote the finite 
number of possible values as /7,,pj,..., p^. Then, under the target 
definition of a match the expected value of /, given that the total number 
of matches m, is 
( = 1 
= Z Pi^ipn^i ora^,or ,ora,)lP{m) 
i=l 
Where each a-vector (of dimension k-\) denotes a distinct 
combination of matches between the k-l judges and the target ranking 
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such that the values sum to /«, and flj.a^,...,a,exhaust the finite number 
of all such distinct combinations. Since the a-vector are distinct, 
EM=\t P>P^.^r)+t A^(i^-'«2)+ + Z p,p{^„ai/P{m) 
[i=t /=i '=1 J 
= Ei^\a,)p{a.,)/P{m)+E(^\a,)pia,)/P(m)+ + E{^\a,)pia,)/P(m) 
-tEiplcsYM/PM (5.4.1.1) 
s=i 
Where gf^ denotes the number of matches between the /'* ranging and 
A T - l 
the criterion ranking in combination a^  and ^ qf^ = m, for all S. 
Hence, dropping the subscripts, 
E{p\a,)=E{p^+Pj+ + Pt-ikp?2v-,q't_,V(^-l) 
= iE(p,\q^)/(k-i) 
1=1 
Since p^ is independent of all the qj but ^,. 
Now, £ UI ^  J=fe, -1)/(« -1) (Barton and David, 1956) 
Hence, £ ^ | a j = I (q, -i}/(k-l)(n-l) 
1=1 
= [m-(k-l)]/(k-l)(n-l) 
From (5.4.1.1), 
E(^\m)=^m-(k-l)]/(k-lXn-l)}ipias)/p(m) 
1=1 
=[m-{k-l)\f(k-i)in-l) (5.4.1.2) 
Note that if each judge agrees perfectly with the criterion 
ranking,777 = «(A:-1) and £ p\m] = l 
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(ii) Pair wise Definition 
In this case there arek(k-l)/2 pairs of ranking from the k judges to be 
considered. Despite the obvious fact that not all sets of three or more of 
the rankings are independent, the preceding argument can be applied 
again to find 
E(p\m] = [m-k(k-l)/2]/kik-lXn-l)/2 (5.4.1.3) 
Kendall's coefficient of concordance, w can be defined in terms of p as 
W = - + E[~PIn\k-\)lk (Kendall 1970) 
Hence, 
£ (»^  / w) = 1 / A: + i: (^ 1 w)(A: -1)/ A:, thus from (5.4.1.3) 
£(^/m)=(«-A: + 2w/Jfe)/Jt(«-l) (5.4.1.4) 
Note that if all judges agree perfectly, 
m = kik-\)nil and E{y\m) = E p\m\ = \ 
5.4.2 Correlation between p,W and M 
It is clear that p need not increase with under either the pair wise or 
target case, from (5.4.1.2) and (5.4.1.3), on average p will mcrease 
with m. In fact, since the conditional expectation is of the form a + bm, 
a and b constants (Barton & David 1956) in either case the regression 
of p on M is linear. The correlation between/?and M can then be 
_ i _ 
calculated as b(Var(M)/Var(p)y, given variances of p and M (Keeping 
1962, pp. 279-281). These variances are well known and easily 
calculated. 
For target case; 
VarM = k-l (David and Barton 1962, pp.106 -107,210 - 211) 
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Varip)=Varp/k-l (A is independent) 
= l/(it-l)(«-l) (Kendall 1970, pp. 58, 76) 
For pairwise case; 
Var M = k(k-l)/2 (David and Barton 1962, pp. 218) 
Var (p) = 2 / k(k - l)(n -1) ( p^ are pair wise independent) 
the correlation between p and M is l/(«-l)^ and accordingly 
independent of k for both the target and pairwise cases. • 
Shnilarly using (5.4.1.4) and the fact that 
Var(W) = 2{k-l)/k^n-l) (Kendall 1970, p. 110), the correlation 
between the coefficient of concordance and the number of matches in 
the pairwise case is also l/(n-l)*. 
5.5. Comparison of the tests proposed by Kendall, Jonckheere and 
Terpstra 
A note on the variances of the tests of Kendall, Jonckheere and Terpstra 
was given by Leton, E. and Zuluaga, P. (2007). 
5.5.1 Kendall's test 
For N pairs of numbers (y ,^x,),/i,/ = l,...,N. N being sample size, we 
define 
^«=o my,-y,Kx,-x,) = o 
K,,=-i ijny,-y,Kx,-x,)<o 
Kendall statistic K is defined as 
N 
/L = Z Z K^i. 
A<//=1 
The mean of K is given by E[K] = 0 and the variance of K 
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hyV[KU — N(N - i)i2N+5) - X ^ a, - mty + 5) - X ^ (^ - mt. + s) 
+ • 
1 
+ — 
2 
[iV(A^-l)(iV-2)J 2^^,-1X^-2) I'y 1^(^-1X^-2) JL 
N(N-l) Z^(^-i) Z^(^-l) 
Where E^, indicates the sum in the ties among j'i,...,>'^and S/, 
indicates the sum in the ties among Xj,x2,...,Xjv; ^^and t^ are the number 
of ties in yi,...,yn respectively. The statistical test of Kendall in its 
asymptotically version is 
ZK = 
K-0 
5.5.2 Jonckheere's test 
Let Gi,Gi,...,G^,r groups with sample sizes iV,, i = l,2,,..,r. The values 
of the random variables >',„,Qr = l,...,A ,^ are denoted by y^^ and the 
values of >'^ ,^ fi=l,...,Nj are denoted hyyj^. we define for / = 1, 
2,,..,randy = 1,2,...,r. 
'•a/,=0 iff y,a <yjfi 
rafi=-i iffyia<yjp 
asGi fieGJ 
Jonckheere's statistical J is defined in Jonckheere (1954) as 
/=! isij. 
The mean of J is given by £[/] = 0 and the variance of / can be 
calculated for the general case ties using that 
^l.2,...,h~l.h =^lh+S2h+---+^, h-lh 
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with S, J ;,_,^  the result of the comparison between the group formed by 
all data of the group 1 until the group h-1 against the group formed by 
the data of the group h, and with 5^^ ,^ ,the result of the comparison 
between the group formed with the data of the group h against the 
group formed with the data of the group h+\ until the group r, using 
also. 
""• 3 " *' " ' \ (K+N,r-(N„+N,)jt' ') 
with I^ is the set of indexes related with the distinct values that the 
response variable takes in the group m and A, and with dj the number of 
ties in the response variable with 
So, the variance V[J] is 
+ •^2/1 + • • • + ^ h-ih ] - ^i^ih ] + ^ {^ih ] + ••• + V[S^_^f, ] + covariance 
where the covariance terms are computed as described in Jonckheere 
(1954) and, for example, in Hettmansperger (1984). The statistical test 
of Jonckheere in its asymptotically version is 
5.5.3 Terpstra's Test 
With the notations given in the former section, we define 
for/= 1,2,...,/-and y=l,2,...,r 
P^=0 iff>'„=;^,, 
P<^=+l/2 iff y,^>y.^ 
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aeGifieCj 
Terpstra's Statistical T is defined in Terpstra (1952) as 
The mean of T is given by E[T]= I Y — ^ and the variance of T 
i<j j^i 2 
can be calculated for the general case of ties using. 
where the meaning of the notations U^^ j,_^j, and C/A,A+I...r is similar to the 
one given for 5,j ^.j;, and 5^ , .^^ j , respectively in the former section, and 
using also 
V[U„,]-^N„N,iN„+N, +1) l - _ _ - — J — - — — Y,d] -dj 
So the variance V[T] is 
[^f^ iA + C/jA +... + C/A_,/, ] = F[C/„ + C/j, +... + C/,_„ ] + covariance terms 
The statistical test of Terpstra in its asymptotically version is 
/ 
Zj.= _ T-E(T) 
5.5.4 Relationships among the tests 
It is known that for the Jonckeere and Terpstra tests the relationship P<^  
^ +1 . 
= -^— implies that Zj. = Z i^n the general case of ties and for r groups. 
Moreover, we have that 
2T = J + I^N,Nj, 2[T-E\T\]=J,and V [T]J-^ 
Based on the above equivalence, the statistical software names the test 
given by Z^  as the Jonckeere-Terpstra test. 
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The Kendall's test can be used to contrast orderd alternatives for r 
groups in the same context that the tests of Jonckheere and Terpstra are 
used, introducing an artificial Jf-variable to indicate group membership 
with values 1 for group 1, 2 for group 2,..., and r for group r. 
In this we can compare KJandT. It is known (Hollander and wolfe, 
1999) that A: = J for the general case of ties and for r groups. Based on 
this relation ship, the variance V[J] is computed in the literature (see, p. 
204 of Hollander and wolfe., 1999) and in the statistical software (e.g. 
SAS, SPSS, Statxact, etc.) by the expression of V[K] and the variance 
V[T] as . Although it is true for the case of r group and no ties. In 
4 
general case of ties and r ^ 3 groups, the equivalence between the test 
of Jonckheere (or Terpstra) and the test of Kendall is only valid in terms 
of numerators but not in terms of denominators. 
Example: 
This example appears in the documentation of statxact. The data is given 
in table 
Immaculateness 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
this we have 
Poor 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
11 
1 
2 
Medium 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
14 
1 
9 
Good 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
18 
2 
12 
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K =397, V[K] =32305.3682, Z,= - ^ = 2 . 2 0 8 8 , p =0.0272. 
J =397, n ^ ] =32521.2813, Z, = ^ ^ =2.2014, p =0.0271. 
T = 1107.5, E[T] =909, F[r] = 8130.6094. 
T-E[T] ^22014, P =0.0277. 
So, F[J] ^ F[A:] and V[T] ^^ ^ ^ 
4 
The calculation of V[K] has been done using the definition stated in 
Kendall (1938). 
y(S^)= —(75. 74.155-[5. 4.15 + 43. 42. 91 + 4. 3. 13 + 23. 22. 51] 
- [17.16. 39 + 26. 25. 57 + 32. 31. 69]) 
[5. 4. 3 + 43. 42. 41 + 4. 3. 2 + 23.22. 21] 9 75.74.73 
X [17.16.15 + 26.25.24 + 32.31.30] 
+ 1 
2 
[5.4 + 43.42 + 4.3 + 23.22] 
.75.74. 
X [17.16 + 26.25 + 32.31] 
= 32305.3682 
The calculation of V[J] has been done using the definition stated in 
Jonckheere (1954) for the case of r = 3 
V[J]= V[S,, +S,3 +S^] = V[S,,] + V[S^] + V[S„] + 2CoviS,„S,,) + 
2CoviS,„S^) + 2Cov(S,„S^) 
Where 
V[S,,] = ^A7.26.44(l-~-^[(5' -5) + (25^ -25) + (2^ -2) + ( l l ' -11)]^ =5092.0554 
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F[5,3] = i.17.32.50 1 - T r j ^ [ ( 3 ' -3) + (29' -29) + (3' -3) + (14' -14)] = 6974.3946. 
F[5j3] = i.26.32.59(l 5^^ [(2'-2) +(32'-32) +(3 ' -3) +(21'-21)]] = 12838.5724 
3 \ 58 — 58 ) 
V{Si.ii] = -.17.58.76| 1 j ^ [ ( 5 ' -5) + (43' -43) + (4' -4) + (23' -23)] J = 19543.0530. 
y[SiM] = -.26.49.76( 1 ^ [(5' - 5) + (43' - 43) + (4' - 4) + (23' -23)] ] = 25251.3686. 
^[5«.3]=7-43.32.76fl-—5^-[(5' -5) + (43' -43) + (4' -4) + (23' -23)] 
3 \ 75 — 75 
= 27273.0638. 
Cov{S,,,S,,) =B^iiilJI^«LiI£»I=3738.3015. 
Cov(S„,5.) = ^^^"^^^^^^-^-^^""'^ = -3660.2205. 
Cov(5,,5.) = i f c J z l f e M y =3729.8984. 
So, F[J]= 32521.2813. 
32521.2813 V{TY 4 8130.6094. 
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Chapter VI 
Confidence Interval Procedures 
6.1 Introduction 
A confidence interval gives an estimated range of values which is likely 
to include an unknown population parameter, the estimated range being 
calculated from a given set of sample data. If independent samples are 
taken repeatedly from the same population, and a confidence interval 
calculated for each sample, then a certain percentage (confidence level) 
of the intervals will include the imknown population parameter. 
Confidence intervals are usually calculated so that this percentage is 
95%, but we can produce 90%, 99%, 99.9% (or whatever) confidence 
intervals for the unknown parameter. 
Let X,, (/ = l,2,,..,«)be a random sample of n observations from a 
population involving a single unknown parameter 0, (say). Let f(x,0)he 
the probability fimction of the parent distribution from which the sample 
is drawn and let us suppose that this distribution is continuous. Let 
t = t(xi,Xi,...,x„), a function of the sample values be an estimate of the 
population parameter^, with the sampling distribution given by git,9). 
Having obtained the value of the statistic / from the given sample, we 
have to make reasonable probability statements about the unknown 
parameter of the population, from which the sample has been drawn. 
This can be done by the technique of Confidence interval due to 
Neyman. We choose small values of a (5% or 1%) and determine two 
constants say c, and Cj such that 
Pic,<0<c,\,)=l-a. 
The quantities c^ and Cj are known as the confidence limits or fiducial 
limits and the interval [c^,c^] is called the confidence interval and (1-a) 
is called the confidence coefficients. 
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The principle of inverting a hypothesis test to get a confidence interval 
is well established in both parametric and non parametric statistics 
(Hettmansperger and Mckean (1974), and Hogg and Randies (1975), 
Lehmann, (1986), p.214). If the hypothesis test is valid for all 
population distributions, the test is non parametric and so the confidence 
interval. The non parametric confidence intervals are not found easily. 
An algorithm has been found for inverting the Wilcoxon Signed ranks 
test to get a confidence interval for the mean of a symmetric population, 
or a confidence interval for the difference between the two means in a 
paired sample where the differences have symmetric distribution (see 
walker and Lev (1953), or Conover (1980), p. 223). Another algorithm 
exists for inverting the Wilcoxon-Mann Whitney test to get confidence 
interval for the difference between the two means using two independent 
samples (see walker and Lev (1953), or Conover (1980), p. 288). Theil 
(1950) and Sen (1968) present an algorithm for inverting the Kendall tau 
test for slope in linear regression, to find a confidence interval for the 
slope without the usual restriction of normality on the residuals (see 
Conover (1980), p. 266). In some related work, Markowski (1984) has 
looked at trimmed rank statistics. Brown- Mood type estimators have 
been explored by Kildea (1981). Bhattacharya, Chemoff and Yang 
(1983) have extended the use of the Theil-Sen type estimators to a 
truncated regression. Maritz (1981) gives an excellent introduction to 
the simple regression problem using randomization techniques to 
develop exact estimation procedures. 
In section 6.2, Distribution fi*ee confidence intervals for population 
mean have been discussed, where as section 6.3 is devoted to their large 
sample or asymptotic properties. In section 6.4 confidence intervals for 
population quantiles has been presented. Section 6.5 deals with 
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asymptotic relative efficiency of various confidence intervals and 
bounds. 
6.2 Distribution Free Confidence Intervals 
Let X^,...,X„ be a random sample from a distribution with cdf /v(), 
where ^ e 0 is some unknown parameter. Let i(A'i,...,J!f„)and 
U{Xi,..., ^„) be statistics such that 
p,{ L{x„...,x„)< e <u{x„...,x„)) =i-r. 
for all^e©, where Q<Y<1 is arbitrary and P^ indicates that the 
probability is computed under F^(). Then we say that 
[L{X^,...,X„),U{X^,...,X„)] is a 100(1-/)percent confidence interval 
for^, and (1 - / ) is called the confidence coefficient. For example, if 
Fg{x)=<d L -oo<x<oo, 0<o-* <00 and ©=(-00,00), 
then 
{L{X„...,X„)MX„...,X„)) = X hr/2ji-l) / — ' - ^ •*"'(; 
is a 100(1-/) percent confidence interval for^, where 
_ , „ t^X,-X) 
X = - y X , and 5' =-^ , 
«tr ' («-i) 
and (^y/2,„-i) is the upper 100(//2)//ipercentile point for the /- distribution 
with n-\ degrees of freedom. 
In this confidence interval for the mean of a Normal distribution, the 
coverage probability ( l - / ) i s maintained exactly when Fg()is normal 
with unknown mean 6 and variance cr\ We therefore say that this 
confidence interval is distribution- free over the class of i.i.d. normal 
variates. However, for a different distribution with mean^, the 
probability 
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will depend on the form of F^(), varying either above or below the 
nominal value (l-y). Thus, for distributions other than the normal, the 
interval 
^~^{r 12^-1) /—'-^"^^r/J^-i) 
is not a 100(1-;') percent confidence interval for the mean 0, and 
consequently the class for which this exact coverage probability is valid 
is not non parametric in nature. If a confidence interval maintains the 
designated confidence coefficient over a class of distributions containing 
more than one parametric form, we term it non parametric distribution-
free. To obtain confidence uitervals that maintain their coverage 
probabilities over a broad class of distributions, we utilize non 
parametric distribution-fi*ee test statistics. We consider a technique for 
obtaining such non parametric distribution-fi"ee confidence intervals for 
the one and two sample location parameter settings. 
Since non parametric distribution-fi-ee tests usually have associated null 
distributions that are discrete, there are only certain natural confidence 
coefficient values available for confidence intervals (or bounds) 
associated with such procedures, just as there are only certain natural a -
levels for the tests. For one sample location setting, let Xi,...,X„ be a 
random sample fi-om a continuous distribution with cdf F(x-6), where 
6'6 0=(-co,co) and F(0) = l/2; that is, the X's are iJ.d. with median6'. 
Let T(X^,...,X„) be a test statistic for testing H„:^ = 0 such that 
T(Xi,...,X„) is a distribution fi-ee over FeG when Ho:^ = 0 is true. 
Thus, for appropriate/, we can select constants i/, and d^ to be 
possible values of T(Xi,...,X„) such that 
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P,{d, <nx„...,X„)<d,)=l-y (6.2.1) 
with this probability holding for every F(.)eG. On the other hand, in 
view of our location model, we know that when 0 is the true parameter 
value, (^i -0) has the distribution as does X, when 0 is the true value of 
the parameter. We express this fact notationally by{(^j -0)\e}= {^ i le=o)-
Since X^'s are /./.J., this implies that 
^{X,-e,...,X„-0)\,)i^{X„...,X„)\,._,} (6.2.2) 
Combining the properties in (6.2.1) and (6.2.2) we obtain 
P,{d, <T(X,-0,...,X„-0)<d,)=l-r.. (6.2.3) 
Hence if for a given setting we can show that 
{d,<nx,-0„..,x„-0)<d,} 
iff {Lr(X„...,X„)<0<Ur{X„...,X„)}, (6.2.4) 
For some statistics Lj.(Xi,...,X„)&ad C/j.(X,,...,XJ and every^eG, then 
(6.2.3) and (6.2.4) would imply that [Lj.(X^,...,X„),Uj.iX^,...,X„)] is a 
100(1-/) percent distribution-free (over G) confidence interval for^. 
For two sample location setting, we require some slight modifications. 
Let Xi,...,X„ and Fj,...,r„ be independent random samples from 
contmuous distributions with cdfs F(x) and F(jc-A), respectively, 
where -co < A < oo. Let S{Xi,...,X„;Yi,...,Y„) be a test statistic for testing 
the null hypothesis Ho:A = 0 such that S(Xi,...,X„;Yi,...,Y„)is 
distribution-free over FQeG when Ho is true. Since 
{(^1-A)L}i {r, U } , we have that 
{S(X„...,X„;Y,-A,...,Y„-A)\,}={S(X„...,X„;Y„...,Y„)\,J (6.2.5) 
Combining (6.2.5) with the fact that SiXi,...,X„;Yi,...,Y„) is distribution-
free over F(.) e G, we see that 
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P,ic, <SiX„...,X„;Y,-A,...,Y„-A)<c,)=l-r (6.2.6) 
holds for every F(.) e G if c, and Cj can be selected so that 
Thus, as in one sample situation, if we can show that 
{c, <S(X„...,X„;Y,-A,...J„-A)<c,} iff 
{Ls(X„...,X„',Y„...,Y„)<A<Us(X„...,X„',Y„...,Y„)} 
for some statistics i:s(X,,...,X„;7,,...,y„) and Us(.X^,...,X„;Y^,...,Y„), 
±Qn(Ls(X„...,X„-J„...,Y„); Us(X„...,X„;Y„...,Y„)) is a 100(1-;')percent 
distribution-free (over G) confidence interval for A. 
6.3 Large sample properties and asymptotically distribution-free 
confidence intervals 
Let Xi,...,X„ be a random sample from a continuous distribution with 
cdf F ( x - ^ ) , with -oo<^<oo and F(0) = l /2 , and let r(Z„...,Z„) be a 
test statistic for testing HQIO = 0 . Consider the following conditions on 
TiX„...,X„)andFQ. 
i) TiXi,...,X„)is distribution-free over F(.) e G, when H„:0 = 0 is true. 
ii) For every pair of constants </, and d^ such that 
P,id,<T(X„...,X„)<d,)=l-y, 
there exist statistics Lj.(Xi,....X„) and UjiXi,...,X„) satisfying (6.2.4) 
for every 0 e (-00,00), 
Theorem 6.1 
Let T(Xi,...,X„) be a statistic for testing Ho:^ = 0 such that the 
conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Let fi^(T)md o-^iT) be the null (Hj) 
mean and variance respectively for T. If [T(Xi,...,X„)-fi^(T)]/ a^{T) has 
a limiting {n-^co) continuous distribution with cdf H{t) when H^ is 
true, the [ Z;.(X,,....X„);C/r(X,,...,X„)] is an approximate 100(1-;') 
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percent distribution- free (over G) confidence intervals for 0, where 
Lj.{Xi,....X„)and Uj.(Xi,...,X„) corresponds to the sense of (6.2.4) to the 
constants c^ ,= fi^(T)+t^ 0-^^(7) and di= ^^^(7) + t^cr^iT), with t^ and /j 
equal to the 100(7/2) r/i percentile and upper 100(y/2) r/i percentile 
respectively, for the Hit) distribution. 
Proof: 
From the limiting behavior of [T{Xi,...,X„)-/jg(T)]/cr^(T) when H^is 
true and n is large, we know that 
^0 
^ T(X„...,X„)-MT)^^]^^_^^ 
h< ' "; ' " <h 
V 
or equivalently, 
Po(Mo(T) + ti(ro(T)<TiX„...,X„)<Mo(T) + hcT,(T))»l-r (6.3.1) 
Combining (6.3,1) with condition (ii), we obtain 
P,iLr(X„...,X„)^0<UriX„...,X„))^l-r 
For every ^€(-00,00), where Lj.(Xi,....X„)and Uj.{Xy,...,X„) correspond 
to ^1 =//o(r)+/,o-,(r) and d^ =//o(7')+^2^o(^) in (6.2.4), and the theorem 
is established. 
6.4 Confidence intervals for distribution quantiles 
Let X be a random variable of the continuous type with pdf f{x) and 
distribution function F{x). Let p denote a positive proper fraction and 
assume that the equation F{x) = p has a unique solution for x. This 
unique root is denoted by the symbol ^^  and is called the quantile (of 
the distribution) of order p. Thus 
Pr(Z<^^)=F(#,) = p 
Theorem 6.2 Let A' be a random variable of the continuous type 
having pdf f{x) and distribution function F{x). Then the random 
variable Z = F{X) has a uniform distribution with pdf 
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h{z) = l, 0<z<l , 
=0, elsewhere. 
Proof: 
We will prove this theorem under the assumption that the pdf f(x) is 
positive and continuous, provided a<x<b, and is zero elsewhere. The 
distribution function of X may be written as 
F(X) = 0, x<a. 
X 
= \f{yv)dw, a<x<b, 
= 1, b<x. 
The transformation z = F(x) maps the set {x;a<x<b}onto the set 
dz {z;0<z < 1}. Since — =/(x), a<x<b, then 
dx 
fix) dz =/(x)—= / ( x ) - ^ = / ( x ) - : ^ = l, a<x<b. 
•'^^dz •'^^dzldx fix) dx 
that is, the pdf of Z = F{X) is 
h{z) = 1, 0 < z < 1, 
=0, elsewhere. 
Hence the result. 
Smce Z = F(Z) has the pdf 
/i(z) = l , 0 < Z < 1 , 
=0, elsewhere. 
then, if 0 < /7 < 1, we have 
Pr[F(Z)< p] = ]dz = p. 
0 
Now F(x) = ?t{X<x). Since Pr(X = x)= 0, then F {x) is the fractional 
part of the probability for the distribution of X which is between - « 
and or. If F {x)< p, then no more than 100/? percent of the probability 
for the distribution of X which is between -ooand x. But 
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?r[F(X) < /? ] = p is the probability that the random variable z = F (x) 
is less than or equal to p is precisely the probability that the random 
interval (-00, ^ T) contains no more than 100;? percent of the probability 
for the distribution. 
Special case: Let Z,,Xj,...,X„ denote a random sample of size « from 
a distribution that has a positive and continuous pdf fix) if and only if 
a < :c < 6; and let F(x) denote the associated distribution function. 
Consider the random variablesF(Zi),F(Jrj),...,F(X„). These random 
variables are mutually stochastically independent and each in 
accordance with theorem 5.2, has a uniform distribution on the interval 
(0,1) .Consider the order statistics of this random sample 
F(X,),F(^2),...,F(jr„). Let Z, be the smallest of these F(X,), Z^ the 
next F{Xi) in order of magnitude,..., and Z„of the largest F(JfJ. If 
7,,Fj,...,F„ are the order statistics of the initial random sample 
Xi,X^,...,X„, the fact that F(x) is non decreasing (here, strictly 
increasing) fiinction of x implies that Z, = F(Yi),Zj = F(Yj),...,Z„ = FiYJ 
Thus, the joint pdf of Z,, Zj,..., Z„ is given by 
/ l ( z , , 2 j , . . . , z j = «!, 0<Zi <Zj <...<Z„ < 1 , 
= 0, elsewhere. 
6.4.1 Best Exact Non Parametric Confidence Intervals for Quantiles 
(Zielinski, R. and Zielinski, W. (2005)) 
Given n, let Xi.„,X^„,...,X„.^hQ the order statistics from a continuous, 
strictly increasing in a neighbourhood of the quantile of interest, 
cumulative distribution fimction F. Given ^6(0,1), it is well known 
that, 
Pr{X,„<F-\q)<Xj,„}=p(i,j;n,q), \<i<j<n, 
where 
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does not depend on F. Then, iX,_„,XjJ with i and j such that 
Pi},j\n,q)=y 
provides a non parametric (distribution-free) confidence interval for the 
^'^quantile F'^iq) at the confidence level ;'(see, for example, David, 
(1981)). 
If F is the Uniform distribution C/(0,1), we shall write P instead of P^ . 
By the 'distribution-free property' 
P,(Z,, <F-'{q) <X,^} = ?{[/,, <q<Uj.„}, 
all our considerations concerning confidence intervals 
{Xi.^,Xj.„),(X^,„,+oo), or {-oo,X^.J may be performed in terms of 
confidence intervals (Ui.„,Uj.^),(U,^.„,l), or {0,Uj.^), respectively, where 
f/,.^  and Uj.^ are order statistics from the Uniform distribution (7(0,1). 
First, observe that, for a given y, two-sided confidence intervals exist if 
and only if 
P{U,,„<q<U„.„}>r. 
this condition is equivalent to the condition 
q"+i^-qy <i-r. (6.4.1.1) 
For example, to get a two-sided confidence interval at the confidence 
level y= 0.95 for the '^*quantile with q = 0.01, the sample size n has 
to be not smaller than 299. 
If (6.4.1.1) is satisfied then the possible exact levels of confidence 
intervals of the form (X,„,X^„) are determined by a discrete Binomial 
distribution and typically the coverage probability cannot be rendered 
equal to a pre-selected value y. To overcome the difficulty, or at least to 
construct confidence intervals with coverage probability as close as 
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possible to the prescribed value, many different constructions have been 
proposed. The most recent ones can be found in (Beran, R. and Hall, 
P.(1993)) and in (Hutson, A.D.(1999)). However, the problem is that 
under constructions proposed, coverage probability is not exactly equal 
to the prescribed confidence level or/and depends on the (unknown) 
distribution F. Our idea is to take two integer-valued random variables 
/ and J, independent of the observed random variable X, such that 
P{I = i,j = j} = X,j, and consider (randomized) confidence intervals of 
the form {Xi.„,Xj.„). Now again, 
P,{X,,„<F-\q)<X,,„) = P{U,,„ <q<UjJ = f^ f^X,p{i,j-n,q) 
does not depend on F . It is obvious that under (6.4.1.1), there exist 
infinitely many Aij,l<i<j<n, such that P{U,.„<q^Uj.„} = y , which 
gives us infinitely many exact nonparametric (randomized) confidence 
intervals for a given quantile at a given confidence level. The problem is 
to choose the best one. Similarly, one-sided confidence intervals can be 
considered. 
6.4.2 Two- sided confidence intervals 
In this section, we assimie that (6.4.1.1) holds. For a confidence interval 
(C//^ ,C/y )^with random mdices / and J such that 
P{I = i,J = j}=Ay, \<i<j<n, A,>0, "f,Y^=\, 
1=1 y=/+i 
We define (David, 1, p. 16) the length of the interval as 
E{J-I) = YY^iJ-i)X,j. 
1=1 J=i+\ 
Then, to find the best random indices /and J , we have to solve the 
following linear programming problem 
n - l ri 
Z lLU-i)^j = minimum, 
(=1 y=/+l 
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n-l n 
2;EVO''.^>'9)=^' 
1=1 ;=(+! 
n- l (1 
EZ^i/=l> ;i,>0, l< /<y<«. 
/=1 j=i+t 
Though there are many standard mathematical packages that can solve 
the problem numerically easily and quickly, the following simple 
construction for any n and g satisfying (6.4.1.1) may be successfully 
applied. Making use of the unimodality of the Binomial distribution, 
take k which maximizes 
B(k;n,q) = q''{l-qy *; then (£/*.„,f/t+ J^is our first approximation 
to the confidence interval. Obviously, we have 
P{U,^<q<U,,,J<r. 
Now take (U,_,,„U,,,,„) if B(k-l',n,q) > B{k + l;n,q) and (f/,..„,C/,,,..„) 
otherwise, as the next approximation to the confidence interval. Proceed 
until 
P{U,„ <q<Uj,„}<r and P{U,._„ <q<Uj,„}>r 
for some (i'=i-i and /=y)or (/'=/ and j'=j+l) . Now calculate X 
such that 
1P{U,„ <q<UjJHl-^)P{U,..„ <q<Uj.,„} = y 
and as the confidence interval to be constructed take iUi.„,Uj.„) with 
probability A or (U,.„,Uj.„) with probability 1-Z. 
If P{f/;„ <q<Uj.J = r for some 1 </<y < n, then the confidence interval 
is the shortest one (in the nonparametric sense: minimum E{J - J) at 
exactly the predetermined level;'. 
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6.4.3 One- sided confidence intervals 
The discussion of lower and upper bounds for confidence intervals is 
completely parallel, so, we confine ourselves to confidence interval of 
the form (Uy.„,l)' 
First, observe that if P{Ui.„ <q}<r then the maximal nontrivial 
confidence interval (C/,„,l) has confidence level smaller than the 
prescribed value ;' and no nontrivial confidence interval at that level is 
available (nontrivial means other than (0,1)). In what follows, we 
assume that 
P{U,.„<q}=l-il-qy>r. 
Let / be a random index with distribution P{/ = /}=A;, i = 1,2,3,...,«. 
Following Lehmann (1986), we defme a confidence interval(f//„,l) as 
the uniformly most accurate confidence interval for the qth quantile at 
the confidence level y if 
P{U,„<q}=r 
and 
P{U,,,<q'} < p{Uj,„<q'} 
for all q' <q and for all random indices J. For rationale, for the choice 
of the criterion, also in the terms of an appropriate loss fimction, see 
Lehmann.(1986): the idea is that the best lower confidence bound 
should underestimate the g"" quantile as little as possible. 
%'(l-qr'=p{U,^^q} Write p, (n,q) = p(k,n + l;n,q) = J ] 
s=k 
and consider the following construction. If p,^ (n,q)=/ for some /t, then 
take {U^.„ 1) as the confidence interval to be constructed. Otherwise, let 
k be an interger such that p^{n,q) >r>PkA"^^) and define 
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2 ^ r-Pk.i(.n,q) 
Pkin,q)-pMin,q) 
Then {U,.„,\) with the random index / such that 
P{I = k}=X, P{I = k + \}=\-X, 
is the uniformly most accurate confidence interval for the q'" quantile at 
the confidence level y. 
For a fixed ^'€(0,^), consider the following linear programming 
problem: find 
li,A^,...,A„ which minimize 
p{Uj,^q'}=XXjPj(n,q') 
under the restriction 
n 
Y,^jPM,q) = Y 
±Jlj = l (6.4.3.1) 
All vertices of the polyhedron (6.4.3.1) are of the form: all but two 
coordinates X, equal 0, and these two, say X^ and Ji,,r<s, satisfy 
KpMq)+^sPs(»>q)=r, 
A„A, >0 
Owing to the sequence of inequalities 
PM,q) >... >pM^q) >y>PMin,q) >...>p„{n,q)>0, 
natural candidates for the solution are r = k and s = k + l, independent of 
q', i.e., uniform in ^'€(0,^). To check if A,^ =X,\^i = l - i , / l , =0 for 
i^{k,k + \} is the solution to the problem the following procedure 
(Gass,S.I,1958) may be applied. Solve 
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Mk,k+i) 
with respect to 4 and X^^^, and write the criterion P{Uj.„ < q'} in terms 
of A J for j «^{k,k +1} only 
P{C/^ .„ < g'} = constant + J ] RjXj. 
MkMi) 
Here 
Rj=Pj(n,g') '-— —-Pk(n,g) — —-p,,^{n,g), 
pkin,g)-PMiri,q) Pkirt,q)-PkA^,<i) 
which can be written in the form 
Rj = 
un..^ „,^'^(Ks;n,q) b(s;n,q) b{k,n,q) 2^ —7 r—777 ;: » 
stkti\b(k;n,q) b(k;n,q)J 
't^[b(k',n,q) b(k;n,g'))' 
ifj>k + l 
ifj<k 
^n^ 
where b(k;n,g)= ^*(1 -^ )" *. Now 
yky 
n 
b{s;n,g) b{s;n,q') J^s 
b{k;n,q) b{k;n,q') 
' q T ^ 
1-9, 
,s-k 
\\-q\ 
which, for all q'<q, is positive if j>it and negative otherwise. It 
follows that Rj > 0 for all j ^ {A:, A: +1}, which ends the proof. 
6.5 Asymptotic relative efficiency of confidence intervals and 
bounds 
Let {/„} and {J„,} be two sequences of confidence intervals (or bounds 
with one end point either -oo or oo) for a parameter <9 with true, but 
unknown, value 6'. Assume that these two confidence intervals achieve 
a confidence coefficient of (1 - / ) in the limit; that is, 
limP„[0' GlJ = \[mPJ0' eJ,]=l-r 
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Consider a sequence of false parameter values {^ J such that lim ,^ =e\ 
and let ^, (^,)and 4j^.{0^) be the respective probabilities of covering the 
false value ^,; that is, 
and 
Let {n,} and {n\} be increasing sequences of positive integers such that 
0< lim^,, {0,)=\{m^j m<(X-r). (6.5.1) 
then the asymptotic relative efficiency of {/„} relative to {J„.} (or simply 
of/ and J) IS 
ARE{I,J) = lim^ , (6.5.2) 
provided that this limit is the same for all such sequences {«,} and {«,'}, 
and independent of the choice of the {0,} sequence and the value of 6". 
Thus, the definition of ARE for confidence intervals and bounds is very 
similar to that used for ARE of test procedures. In essence, ARE{I,J) is 
the limiting ratio of sample sizes required to achieve the same limiting 
probability of incorrectly covering a sequence of false parameter values 
(converging to the true value of the parameter) when the limiting 
coverage probabilities for the true parameter value are the same (i.e., 
both (I-; ' )) . This concept of asymptotic efficiency for confidence 
intervals and bounds was considered by Lehmann (1963b). 
In many settings the ARE of one confidence interval (or bound) relative 
to another confidence interval (or bound) is identical with the ARE 
between the two-sided (or one sided) hypothesis tests. 
Let X have a continuous distribution with cdf F{x-0), where 
F{x) + F{-x) = 1 for all X, and let {L^^} and {Lj,} be two sequences of 
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limiting 100(1-;') percent lower confidence bounds for d\ the true 
value for^. Thus, I„={L,,co) and y„. =(Z,^ ,,oo) „, are confidence 
intervals for 0* with limiting confidence coefficient ( 1 - / ) . 
Theorem 6.3 
Let {I„},{J„.},{Lj},{LjJ,{e,}, 9 and e' be as just defined above. Let 
Xj^,...,Xj^^ and XJ^,...,XJ^,^ be independent random samples fi"om 
F{x-e). If there exist statistics S {X,^,...,X,_^) and T iXj^,...,Xj,) and 
sequences of constants {c„} and {d„.} such that 
S {X,, -v,...,X,^ -V) < c, iff L,^^ {.X,,,...,X,J < V (6.5.3) 
and 
T {Xj, -v,...,X,^,^ -V ) < d„. iff Lj^^ {Xj,,...,X,J < V (6.5.4) 
For every number v and all / = 1,2,..., then 
ARE(I,J) = ARE{S,T) (6.5.5) 
where S{Xn,...,X,J and T{Xji,...,Xj^) are viewed as test statistics for 
the null hypothesis H„: ^  = 0 against the alternative Hj : ^ > 0 that rejects 
Hj for large values. 
Proof: From (6.5.3) we see that (using the notations of 6.5) 
^,J0^)=PAL,JX,„...,X,„^)<e,)^P„iSiX,,-0,,...,X,„^-0,)<c„^). 
Which, in view of our location model and the independence of the X's 
implies 
^/, ( ,^) =^..-.^ (S(X,„...,X,„^ )<c„^) (6.5.6) 
Similarly, for #^ „;(6';) we obtain 
^y„;(^ ,)= .^,_,^  ( T {X,„...,X,J < d„.) (6.5.7) 
Thus, the limit equality in (6.5.1) is equivalent to 
limP (S(X,„...,X,„^)<c„^)= IimP,..,(Z„ -v,...,Xj^,^ -v)<d,). 
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or 
lmiP„_AS(X,„...,X,„^)>c„^)= lirnP,..,/^,, -^^-^^J.^ - V ) ^ < - ) (6.5.8) 
Since both sequences of confidence bounds have limiting confidence 
coefficient (l-y), we have 
= limP,,iS(X,,-0',...,X,„^-0')<c„^ ) 
= l-\imP,(S(X,„...,X,„^)>c„^) 
and, similarly, 
( l - r ) = limP,, ( i (X,„...,XjJ<0*) 
= l-limP,inXj„..„XjJ^d„.) 
Thus we see that the tests of hypothesis defined by 
RejectHo:^ = 0 iff S(Xj^,...,XjJ>c„^ (6.5.9) 
and 
RejectH„:^ = 0 iff TiXj,,...,XjJ>d„. (6.5.10) 
are both limiting / level hypothesis tests of Ho:^ = 0 against the 
alternative H , : ^ > 0 . In addition, we note that {0* - ^ J i s a sequence of 
alternatives (i.e., {0'-0,}>O, i= 1,2,...) such that lim(^*-^() =0, and 
that equation (6.5.8) represents the condition that the two sequences of 
tests {S„^} and {T„,} have the same limiting power against the sequence of 
alternativesl^'* -6';}converging to the null hypothesis value ^ = 0. Thus 
all the conditions for the asymptotic relative efficiency of two tests are 
satisfied for the sequence {S„^},{T„.} and {0* -0,}, with 0f,=O and a = r. 
Therefore, we have 
lim^ = ARE(S,T) (6.5.11) 
,-•00 fj 
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provided that the limit is the same for all such sequences {«;}and {«,'}, 
and independent of the {0' -^,} sequence. 
Comparing (6.5) and (6.5.11) we get, 
ARE(S,T) = ARE{UJ), 
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